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General introduction

Every person will be confronted repeatedly during their life with wound heal-
ing when they are faced with small, large, or surgical wounds. At its very core, 
wound healing is a mechanism of repair to return the tissue to homeostasis 
and normal function after injury. Although the owner may not be consciously 
aware of it, wound healing is a continuously active process. The repair of small 
defects in the skin, vessels, and all other tissues in the human body occurs 
with negligible scarring and is no longer visible to the eye. On the other hand, 
normal healing of deeper injuries will result in the repair of the defect at the 
expense of a visible scar.

Wound healing can be divided into a number of phases and is an intricate 
balance between many cells and cytokines. Traditionally, the scientific field di-
vided wound healing into three distinctive phases; inflammation, proliferation, 
and tissue remodelling or maturation (fig 1). As our knowledge expands, it is 
now realized that wound healing is more complex, that these phases overlap 
and their duration depends on the extent of the trauma and type of wound1–3.

The inflammatory phase has a rapid onset after injury and begins directly 
after haemostasis. With capillary damage, blood loss results in activation of 
the intrinsic coagulation pathway to form a blood clot. The function of the 
blood clot is to stop further blood loss and provide an initial quick closure of 
the defect by depositing fibrin and fibronectin. The platelets within the clot, 
together with cells within the damaged tissue, are responsible for triggering the 
inflammatory cascade by releasing chemokines that attract inflammatory cells 
such as neutrophils and monocytes, and later endothelial cells and fibroblasts. 
Neutrophils clear the matrix and kill bacteria, while monocytes attracted to the 
wound bed will transform to macrophages to clear away debris. Several days 
after the start of this process there is a transition to the proliferation phase, 
which can take up to six weeks and is meant to restore the skin barrier func-
tion2. In the case of the skin, keratinocytes migrate into the wound bed and pro-
liferate to re-epithelialize the area1. Fibroblasts are pivotal from this time on as 
they are responsible for creating the provisionary collagen matrix. Stimulated 
by their surroundings fibroblasts transform to myofibroblasts, synthesizing a 
more definitive extracellular matrix. As the myofibroblasts also show contrac-

1
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tile properties, they are a major factor in the contraction and maturation of the 
granulation tissue3. Angiogenesis is an important part of this phase, as vascular 
perfusion is vital in delivering oxygen and nutrients necessary for, amongst 
other things, the proliferation of fibroblasts and keratinocytes. The final mat-
uration or remodelling phase of the damaged tissue can take up to 24 months 
in which the (myo)fibroblasts will construct a definitive collagen matrix which 
is what we know as the scar4,5. Proteolytic enzymes, mainly metalloproteinases 
and their inhibitors, are important in this phase. Elastin, which is responsible 
for elasticity of the skin and tissue, can be found again after being absent in the 
granulation tissue3. Apoptosis is the final important process as it significantly 
reduces the number of both vascular cells and myofibroblasts within the tissue.

Figure 1: Overview of the various phases of wound healing. Adapted from Darby and Des-
moulière3
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The favourable outcome, resulting in wound closure with a minimum scar re-
quires all elements in this chain of wound healing to work together optimally to 
produce just the right amount of granulation tissue. Therefore, it should come 
as no surprise that aberrant wound healing exists on both sides of a spectrum. 
When wounds fail to proceed through all steps of normal wound healing they 
become chronic wounds, inducing significant complaints and morbidity6.

At the other end of the spectrum, when there is ‘too much’ tissue formed, 
known as hypergranulation, fibrosis (excessive scar formation) can occur. Fi-
brosis can occur in all organs and can subsequently cause a myriad of health 
problems.

This thesis focuses on fibrosis after breast surgery resulting in I) capsular 
contracture, and II) skin hypertrophic scarring.

Part 1: hypergranulation tissue in breast implant surgery
The absence of a thriving breast enhancement business since the early 20th 
century is not for a lack of trying. As early as 1895, Czerny performed a reason-
ably successful autologous fat transfer by moving a lipoma to the breast after 
having removed a breast tumor7. Subsequently, he and many others proceeded 
to experiment with a plethora of materials to augment or correct the form of 
the female breast. This resulted in paraffin injections, glass and ivory balls, and 
sponge implants made from varying chemicals being implanted, all of which 
had significant risks and morbidity7,8. As a result, these procedures were far 
from popular. Nonetheless, there was an evident demand, which just needed 
a suitable material.

The medical use of silicone took off in the 1940s, with free silicone injections 
being used in breast augmentation. Like free silicone injections today, these 
procedures led to many complications including pain, chronic infections, and 
subsequent loss of the breast7,9,10. In 1963 the breast implant, made from silicone 
and more or less the same as we know it today, was introduced by the Dow 
Corning Corporation, paving the way for widespread use7.

The increase in the use of silicone breast implants in cosmetic breast aug-
mentation surgery and breast reconstructive surgery has been very significant 

1
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worldwide ever since their introduction. In the Netherlands alone, about 3.3% 
of women have breast implants and 26.740 implants in 11.660 patients were 
placed in201911. In the USA, 313.000 breast augmentations and 78.000 breast 
reconstruction procedures using silicone implants were performed in 2018. 
Worldwide, a staggering 1.8 million breast augmentations were performed in 
2018 alone, a number that is increasing year by year and the majority of which 
involves using silicone breast implants12.

Although these numbers are impressive, their use has sparked much contro-
versy and many questions still remain, some of which this thesis aims to answer.

The foreign body reaction
While capsular contracture is undoubtedly one of the most discussed subjects 
concerning breast implants, it is important to emphasize that capsule forma-
tion is a completely normal, physiological process of the healthy human body 
reacting to a foreign object.

Capsule formation is not unique to breast implant surgery, occurs as the 
final stage of the normal wound healing process and is a reaction to any foreign 
body, whether it is a splinter or a cochlear implant13–15.

Our body is constantly faced with potential threats in the form of micro-or-
ganisms and foreign substances. The way our innate immune system handles 
these foreign substances and intruders is very much like the security of many 
companies is handled; instead of recognizing each threat it will instead recog-
nize anything being not part of the body and will try to eliminate this. Elimina-
tion is handled by phagocytosis and phagolysosomal digestion of the intruder15. 
This works very well against micro-organisms but fails with larger objects like 
foreign bodies. Macrophages will try to eat away the object and will form a 
fibrous capsule around the object, to effectively exclude it from the body. In 
short, the immune system wants to get rid of all unfamiliar elements it encoun-
ters and in the case of implants or foreign bodies, it cannot do this and does 
the next best thing, it forms a capsule.
If the formed fibrous capsule around an implant after the initial wound healing 
would be definitive and truly exclude the implant from the body, that would be 
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that and there would have been no reason for this thesis (and the many before 
and probably after this one). However, this is not the case.

The symptomless capsule
In the symptomless capsule formation, three layers form (see figure 1). There 
is a clear distinction between the layer most adjacent to the implant and those 
further away from it. The inner layer consists of a thin layer of cells, mostly 
fibrocytes, histiocytes and/or macrophages, sometimes arranged in a palisaded 
manner to form an epithelial like layer (see figure 2a, layer A)16. This layer is not 
consistently reported in all histological research, but seems to be more preva-
lent in capsules from textured implants and polyurethane implants17–19. Beyond 
this layer is the intermediate layer with fibrils aligned with the implant and 
an outer layer with extracellular matrix aligned perpendicular to the implant 
(layers B and C respectively).

Figure 2a: Baker-I (symptomless) capsule with A inner layer, B intermediate layer, C outer 
layer. Implant was adjacent to the inner layer.

1
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The symptomatic capsule
If too much fibrotic tissue is formed around the implant, thickening and con-
tracture may occur and this is the most prevalent complication following breast 
implant surgery16. The complaints experienced vary depending on the severity 
of thickening and contracture, ranging from just mild hardening or increased 
visibility or sensibility of the implant to significant deformation and pain. 
Needless to say, these complaints are a major contributor to loss of quality of 
life for patients and they are usually the primary reason for revision surgery20. 
Moreover, patients who have already been shown to develop capsular con-
tracture (CC) are more likely to have recurring instances of CC after revision 
surgery16. The reported incidence rates vary widely, ranging from 0.6 to 17.4 
percent for primary cosmetic augmentation and 21.1 to 47.7 percent for breast 
reconstructive surgery21.

The classification introduced by dr. Baker in 1978 proposed a four-point 
scale ranging from grade I (natural look and feel), to grade IV (severe contrac-
ture), as shown in table 1.

Table 1: Baker classification of capsular contracture after augmentation mammoplasty *

Class I Breast absolutely natural, no one could tell breast was augmented

Class II Minimal contracture; I can tell surgery was performed, but patient has no 
complaint

Class III Moderate contracture; patient feels some firmness

Class IV Severe contracture; obvious just from observation
*From Baker JL Jr. Augmentation mammaplasty. In: Owsley JQ Jr, Peterson RA, eds. Symposium on 
aesthetic Surgery of the Breast. St. Louis: Mosby; 1978:256–263

This classification has remained the de facto standard to evaluate capsular 
problems, although the scale does not mention pain or discerns between cap-
sule thickening and contracture16,22,23. While this classification is widely used 
clinically and in scientific literature to correlate a clinical grade with (bio)med-
ical data (e.g. histology, immunologic data, type of implant, or type of surgery), 
it has never been critically assessed for reliability16. See also figure 2 for an 
example of a Baker-IV CC.
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Figure 2: Baker-IV (capsular contracture) visible on both breasts. Note the position of the 
nipple on the left and the distortion of the area under the areola. Image added to this thesis 
with written consent of the patient.

Figure 3: Baker-IV (capsular contracture) capsule with A inner layer, B intermediate layer, C 
outer layer. Implant was adjacent to the inner layer.

1
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Histologically, the Baker-IV capsules are found to have more, and thicker bands 
of collagen fibers. The same layers as in the Baker-I capsules are found, al-
though the sum is significantly thicker (figure 3)16,24. In some cases, myofibro-
blasts are found, which could be contributing to the contracture side of the 
capsular complaints24.

Multiple risk factors for developing CC have been identified over the years. 
These can be divided into roughly three categories; surgical factors, patient 
bound factors and the implant type21,25,26. Surgical factors include subglandu-
lar placement of the implant, antibiotic and/or steroid pocket irrigation and 
postoperative hematoma. Patient bound factors include breast reconstructive 
surgery after breast cancer, irradiation of the breast and implant age (how long 
the implant has been in the body). The implant factors include a smooth im-
plant surface, type of implant (saline filled vs. silicone) and implant generation. 
The first generations of implants contained liquid silicone causing significant 
silicone gel bleed through the shell and were prone to rupturing thanks to a 
relatively vulnerable shell, and these factors were deemed to be responsible for 
high CC rates. With the introduction of high cohesive silicone gels and more 
durable shells, indeed a lower CC rate was achieved16,27–29. These improvements 
notwithstanding, however, the prevalence of CC is still relatively high. It should 
be noted that to date no direct link between the use of silicone and CC has 
been demonstrated.

Contributing to this lack of correlation, especially in the early years of sili-
cone implant usage, is the fact that it was difficult to prove any silicone content 
in capsules. Silicone was assumed to be in the capsule because there were in-
tracellular clear spaces consistent with silicone, vacuolated macrophages with 
retractile material, or silicone was seen as birefringent material with brightfield 
microscopy18,30.

On the staining front, progress has been made by Dijkman who uses a Modi-
fied Oil Red O staining (MORO) with Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
in combination with Energy Dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) to confirm 
the specificity of the silicone staining31.
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As silicone is a non-organic material, normal immunohistochemical stain-
ing is less likely to specifically detect it. Progress has been made in other fields 
of detection, such as the above mentioned Energy Dispersive X-ray analy-
sis, infrared spectroscopy (30) and confocal laser Raman-microspectroscopy 
(CLRM)17,32. These methods are capable of identifying silicone with molecular 
specificity and have been used to detect silicone in tissue. They are, however, 
quite time-consuming and are at a disadvantage compared to normal histol-
ogy because only specific points in the tissue can be measured and only after 
specific preparation of the tissue.

Gaps of evidence and specific aims of this thesis:
Although a lot has been written on the histology of CC, there is a lack in 

direct comparisons between asymptomatic capsules (Baker-I) and symptom-
atic (Baker-IV) capsules. This is true especially for the inner layer sometimes 
observed in the capsules, described as an epithelial like or synovial metaplasia 
like layer. The role of silicone in the pathophysiology of CC can only be better 
understood by identifying the material accurately in the tissue and, again, com-
paring Baker-I and Baker-IV type capsules.

The Baker scale itself, although widely used has not been the subject of 
critical investigation. As much of the scientific literature and clinical documen-
tation comparing asymptomatic with symptomatic capsules is dependent on 
the Baker scale for capsular contracture, more knowledge is necessary on its 
reliability and reproducibility.

Therefore the specific research questions of this thesis are:
• Is there a difference in the prevalence of a metaplasia-like synovial layer/

epithelium between Baker-I and Baker-IV capsules?
• Is Raman microscopy able to detect silicone in tissue reliably and (relatively) fast?
• Is an increased silicone content correlated with Baker-IV capsular contracture?
• Is the Baker scale for capsular contracture reliable as a diagnostic tool?

1
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Part II: hypergranulation tissue in skin scar formation
Fibrosis of the skin is called hypertrophic scar tissue (HS), while normal 

scar tissue is called normotrophic scar tissue (NS). Figure 3 gives a side-by-
side comparison between normal scar tissue and hypertrophic scar tissue. The 
third type of aberrant scar, the keloid, is not within the scope of this thesis. The 
primary differentiation between HS and keloids has traditionally been that 
an HS remains within the confine of the wound, whereas a keloid may grow 
outside its confines. No scientific consensus has been reached on the subject 
of how different these types of scars are4,33. Since normotrophic scars (NS) are 
flat, pale, and consisting out of pliable tissue they are of little to no nuisance to 
their owner. In contrast, HS are raised, appear red, non-pliable and may be itchy 
or even painful2. Over joints HS can cause significant physiological complaints 
like joint immobility and pain. The psychological impact of HS is associated 
with symptoms of depression, anger, anxiety and post-traumatic stress34,35.

Figure 3: a normotrophic scar (left), side to side with a hypertrophic scar (right). Both scars 
resulting from breast reduction surgery, inframammary scar.

Gaps of evidence and specific aims of this thesis:
Despite being a subject with a substantial body of research, many questions 
remain unanswered. While risk factors like wound location, tension and me-
chanical loading, age and bacterial colonization are helpful in the sense that we 
know a wound on the sternum or the outside of an elbow is at risk of becom-
ing a HS, they do not help to identify the patient that does actually develop a 
HS4,36–38. Patients undergoing breast reduction surgery for example do not fit this 
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profile, neither do many other patients who have HS. People getting accidental 
cuts, burn wounds or in need of emergency surgery have no choice in receiving 
these wounds, but at the moment we do not have any tools to predict HS for-
mation for this group and therefore cannot anticipate treatments to prevent HT 
scar forming. People undergoing elective, cosmetic surgery do have a choice in 
whether or not to get the surgery, so being able to better predict if they are at 
risk of developing HS can be a very helpful tool. Since an early treatment start 
is preferred in HS a good prognostic tool would be useful for both groups39. The 
underlying problem, of course, is that a true pathophysiological mechanism 
has not been found for HS. Finding true prognostic (biological) markers will 
probably also help in identifying underlying mechanisms in HS formation.

Therefore the specific research questions of this thesis are:
• Is there a correlation between HS and patient dependent, easily testable 

biomarkers?
• Can an immunological or systemic basis for HS formation be established?
• Can these differences be exploited to predict HS formation

1
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Background Capsular contracture remains one of the major complications 
after breast implantation surgery. The extent of capsular contraction is scored 
using the Baker scale. The aim of this study was to compare intra-individual 
Baker-I with Baker-IV capsules, and in particular the prevalence and histolog-
ical properties of the inner capsule layer.

Methods Twenty capsules from ten patients were included after bilateral 
explantation surgery due to unilateral capsular contracture (Baker-IV) after 
cosmetic augmentation with textured implants. All capsules underwent 
(immune-) histochemical analysis: haematoxylin-eosin (morphology), CD68 
(macrophages), cytokeratin (epithelial cells) and vimentin (fibroblasts), and 
were visually scored  for cell density, presence of an inner layer and measured 
for thickness.

Results Baker-IV (n=10) capsules were significantly thicker compared to Bak-
er-I (n=10) capsules (P=0.004). An inner layer was present in 8 Baker-I capsules. 
All Baker-I  capsules were vimentin and CD68 positive and cytokeratin negative. 
Positive vimentin was seen throughout the inner layer and CD-68 staining was 
observed adjacent to the intermediate capsule layer. In contrast, only 2 Baker-IV 
capsules had an inner layer, of which only 1 showed the same profile as Baker-I 
capsules (P=0.016). No cytokeratin positivity was seen in any capsule. In Bak-
er-IV capsules outer layers showed more positivity for both vimentin and CD68.

Conclusions The inner layer is morphologically consistent with synovial 
metaplasia and is more prevalent in healthy, uncontracted Baker-I capsules. 
This inverse relation between the presence of the inner layer and higher Baker 
classification or pathological contracture could indicate a protective role of the 
inner layer against capsular contracture formation.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the first silicone breast implants were used in surgery, capsular con-
tracture has been a serious adverse outcome resulting in significant aesthetic 
and functional complications1. Capsular contraction is therefore the subject 
of numerous studies to understand and prevent its formation2–10. The type of 
implant, implantation technique and post-operative radiotherapy are all factors 
described to influence the formation of capsular contracture11. One of the most 
striking aspects of capsular contracture is that some patients develop unilateral 
contracture even though both breasts have been augmented or reconstructed 
in a similar fashion during the same procedure12–14. The capsules of these pa-
tients could provide useful intra-donor comparison opportunities, but until 
now these have not been explored. The pathohistological mechanisms involved 
in capsular contracture remain unclear despite numerous studies1,12,15–19. Histo-
logically, the capsules have been described as consisting of 3 layers: an inner 
layer adjacent to the implant consisting of fibrocytes and histiocytes which 
forms an epithelial-like or pseudo-epithelial layer (PSE), an intermediate layer 
of smaller fibrils in a vessel-rich network and an outer collagen-dense layer17. 
Furthermore, this PSE is not consistently reported although there appears to 
be a higher prevalence with textured implants20,21. While not used as frequently 
as textured or smooth implants, polyurethane foam-coated implants have been 
reported to generate a similar layer22. More recently, the inner layer has been 
identified as a metaplasia like synovial layer3,9,24 consisting of macrophages and 
fibroblasts23, at this point, both names are used to describe the same layer21. 
Since very few studies report immunohistochemical stainings targeted specif-
ically at the inner layer, histological information on this specific layer is limit-
ed18,20,21,24–26. Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare, for the first time, 
intra-individual Baker-I with Baker-IV capsules. In particular, the focus will be 
on the prevalence and (immuno-)histological properties of the inner capsule 
layer and to determine whether this is indeed a metaplasia-like synovial layer 
or has more epithelial-like characteristics.

2
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Tissue Collection
Donor-matched Baker-I and Baker-IV capsules were collected from patients 
undergoing explantation surgery between 2010 and 2014 due to capsular con-
tracture complaints. All capsules were obtained from adult women who pri-
marily underwent plastic surgery for cosmetic breast augmentation and sub-
sequently developed unilateral complaints, i.e. Baker-I on the one side and 
Baker-IV on the other. Only cosmetic breast augmentation patients were in-
cluded to exclude any effects that the breast cancer treatment can have on the 
tissue. All patients had received high cohesive gel-textured implants in the past 
with the submuscular method in various clinics within the Netherlands. All 
complaints were graded with the Baker classification scale, and only matched 
capsules of patients with Baker-I and Baker-IV grade were included. The dis-
carded capsule tissue was coded to enable the collection of additional relevant 
information (e.g. type and size of implant, duration of implant placement, age 
of patient and comorbidity). Clinical grading, the explantation of implants and 
the collection of capsules, was performed by an experienced plastic surgeon 
(FBN) and included only after oral informed consent. Tissue collection proce-
dures were performed in compliance with the ‘Code for Proper Secondary Use 
of Human tissue’ as formulated by the Dutch Federation of Medical Scientific 
Organization. In total, 10 patients and 20 capsules were included. Patients who 
had received PIP implants or with a history of (breast) cancer were excluded. 
Patient characteristics at inclusion are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Patient characteristics

Number of patients 10

Age (years) 47.5 +/- 8.9

BMI 24.2 +/- 4.1

Duration of implant placement (months) 161 +/- 71

Size of implant (cc) 306 +/- 10.5

Smoker 3 /10

Diabetic 2/10

Tear of implant on Baker-IV side 3 /10

Tear of implant on Baker-I side 1/10

More than one augmentation 1/10

Mean +/- SD is shown. Tear in implant seen during explantation.

Histological Analysis
Tissue samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 24 h, then routinely pro-
cessed and embedded in paraffin. Sections of 5 µm were then used for haema-
toxylin and eosin (HE) staining27. The HE-stained capsules were photographed 
at 10-fold magnification (Nikon Eclipse 80i, Düsseldorf, Germany). The thick-
ness was quantified using NIS-Elements AR 2.10 software (Nikon). Of each 
capsule, at least 5 measurements were made to obtain a representative mean 
thickness of the capsule. A visual separation was made between the inner, in-
termediate and outer layers. Each capsule was scored visually for the presence 
of a visible inner, pseudo-epithelial layer or synovium-like, layer. Cell density 
was scored for the two outer layers because of the denser nature of an inner 
layer. Scoring was done independently by two authors.

Immunohistochemical Analysis
Immunohistochemical analysis was performed to ascertain the composition 
of the inner layer and to determine whether it had a more epithelial-like or 
a more synovial-like phenotype where there are type A cells (macrophages) 
and type B cells (fibroblast-like) present while epithelial-like cells should be 
cytokeratin positive. Immunohistochemical staining on paraffin-embedded 

2
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5µm sections was performed with cytokeratin, vimentin and CD68 as described 
previously28 (all Dako/Agilent, Santa Clara, California, USA, dilution 1:100). 
For each staining, a positive control normal human skin sample was included. 
Quantification for positivity was done visually and independently by two au-
thors, noting whether the positivity was in the inner layer or a different part 
of the capsule and whether the sample showed no, a little, intermediate or a 
lot of positive cells.

Statistical Analysis
All mean thickness results were paired for each patient and were analysed with 
the Student’s two tailed t test for paired variables. The related-samples McNe-
mar test was used to determine correlation between Baker score and presence 
of an inner layer and presence of an inner layer with a synovial metaplasia-like 
phenotype. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered significant. All statistics 
were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows version 22.0 (IBM Corp. 
Released 2013. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.)

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics
In total, 10 patients with a Baker-I and Baker-IV capsule were included. In total 
20 capsules were analysed. The mean duration of implantation was 156 months; 
3 were smokers and 2 had type II diabetes (Table 1). Out of all explanted im-
plants, 4 had signs of a tear, out of which 3 were on the affected, Baker-IV, side. 
One patient had a breast augmentation prior to the one of which the capsules 
were removed for this study. The prior augmentation was also revised because 
of capsular contracture.

Capsular Thickness and Morphology
In general, a large variation between samples was observed, both between pa-
tients and Baker classification. This included variance between cell density, 
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capsule thickness and organisation. The thickness of capsules was determined 
by assessment of HE-stained tissue sections (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Intra-donor differences in Baker-I and Baker-IV capsular thickness.
Average of 5 different measurements within a tissue section is shown for each capsule. Each line 
represents one donor with a Baker-I and a Baker-IV capsule. Thickness is shown in micrometre 
(µm).

The Baker-IV capsules were on average 3.3-fold thicker in comparison with the 
Baker-I capsules (P = 0.004, Table 2). The increase in thickness was comparable 
for all paired capsules as is visually shown in Figure 1. All capsules were organ-
ised in multiple layers (Figure 2). Some of the capsules containing an internal 
layer, directly adjacent to the implant, consisting of cells arranged in a palisaded 
manner (Figs. 2, 3). In the current literature, this inner layer is sometimes called 
a pseudo-epithelial or synovial metaplasia-like layer. Beyond this layer, more 
outer wards, all capsules contained two thicker layers. The intermediate layer 
was generally organised in line with the border of the capsule. The outermost 
layer appears more loosely organised and is aligned perpendicular to the im-
plant (Figure 2). 

2
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Table 2: Capsule characteristics

Characteristic B1 B4 p

Entire capsule   

Thickness 543 ±152 µm 1802 ±1035 µm 0.004

Inner layer   

Present Y (8/10) Y (2/10) 0.031

Vimentin Y (8/8) Y (1/2)

CD68 Y (8/8) Y (2/2)

Cytokeratin N (8/8) N (2/2)

Vim+/CD68+/Cytokeratin- 8/10 1/10 0.016

Intermediate  and Outer layer  

Vimentin +(3/10) +(0/10)

++(3/10) ++(4/10)

+++(4/10) +++(6/10)

CD68 +(8/10) +(5/10)

++(1/10) ++(3/10)

 +++(1/10) +++(2/10)

Cytokeratin - (10/10) - (10/10)

Cell density + (7/10) +(3/10)

++ (2/10) ++(6/10)

 +++(1/10) +++(1/10)

Summary of morphologic and histologic characteristics of the capsules; Thickness in µm ± standard 
deviation, measured at 4-fold magnification using NIS-Elements AR 2.10 software (Nikon). In each 
photo at least 5 measurements were made. Cell density, Inner layer presence and positive staining scored 
visually by two independent authors noting if an inner layer was present (Y), if that layer showed 
positivity (Y) or not (N) and for the outer layer if it had low (+), medium (++) or high cell density (+++), 
positivity for the staining and whether it showed no(-), low(+), intermediate(++) or a lot(+++) of positive 
cells .

The Baker-I capsules more frequently showed the inner layer (8/10) compared 
to Baker-IV capsules (2/10) (Figure 3 and Table 2). The McNemar test showed 
that this result was significant (P = 0.03, Table 2). When an inner layer was 
present in the Baker-IV capsule, it was less consistent in nature and not present 
on the entire border of the capsule. 
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Figure 2: Capsule thickness measurement and layers.
Representative photograph of Baker-IV capsule is shown with a) inner layer, b) intermediate 
layer; note extracellular matrix is aligned in line with the implant; and c) outer layer: note 
extracellular matrix is aligned perpendicular with the implant. The five thickness measurements 
used in figure 1 are indicated with green bars.
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Figure 3: (Immuno-)histochemical Staining results of a representative Baker-I and Baker-IV 
capsule from the same donor. Shown are 10x and 40x magnifications.
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In contrast, most Baker-I capsules showed very consistent and continuous inner 
layers (Figure 3). As can clearly be seen in Figure 3, an inner layer is an extreme-
ly cell-dense region consisting of up to four stratified cell layers. In contrast, 
the outer layers consisted of single cells dispersed throughout the tissue. In 
cell density, there was again a large variance between Baker-I and Baker-IV 
capsules. In general, cell density is higher for the Baker-IV capsules (Table 2).

Phenotype of Cells
Next, the phenotype of the inner layer was determined. Cytokeratin, which 
identifies epithelial cells, was negative in all capsules while being positive in 
our control skin sample. This implied that a synovial metaplasia may be pres-
ent29. Out of the 10 Baker-I capsules, 8 showed an inner layer out of which all 
were indeed vimentin and CD68-positive and cytokeratin negative. These inner 
layers showed positive vimentin throughout the inner layer, and CD-68 stain-
ing was observed in the lowest cell layer adjacent to the intermediate capsule 
layer (Table 2; Figure 3). In contrast, in the Baker-IV capsules, only 2 capsules 
had an inner layer out of which only 1 showed the same profile as the Baker-I 
capsules; this is a statistically significant result (P = 0.016, Table 2). Finally, the 
phenotype of the outer layers was determined. In nearly all capsules, vimentin 
positive cells were observed as single cells throughout the intermediate and 
outer capsule layers (Table 2, Figure 3). Overall, there were more vimentin pos-
itive cells in the Baker-IV capsules compared to Baker-I. With regard to CD68, 
only very few cells stained positive in the outer layer of Baker-I, in contrast to 
the densely stained inner cell layer. For Baker-IV, positive staining cells were 
found throughout the intermediate and outer layer. No significant correlation 
was found between the presence of an inner layer and positivity for CD-68 or 
vimentin in the outer layers.
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CONCLUSION

These findings suggest that a synovial metaplasia-like inner layer is more often 
present than previously thought and is more prevalent in healthy, uncontract-
ed Baker-I capsules. Morphologically, this layer is consistent with a synovial 
metaplasia-like nature rather than an epithelial-like layer. There is an inverse 
relation between the presence of this inner layer and higher Baker classifica-
tion or pathological contracture, and it could therefore play a protective role 
against the formation of capsular contracture. A clear relation between Baker 
grade and the presence of a synovial metaplasia-like layer has not been found 
until now. Future research should focus on the mechanism of loss of this inner 
layer and whether preventing the loss of this layer could prevent capsular con-
tracture.

DISCUSSION

This present study highlights the differences between Baker-I and Baker-IV 
capsules within the same donor. All patients had developed unilateral local 
contracture complaints, which is one of the most striking characteristics of 
the aetiology of capsular contracture. For the first time, these differences are 
shown in a donor-matched group. We also show that even within the same 
donor, there can be a large variance in morphology of the capsules. The find-
ing of a significant difference in capsule thickness reaffirms earlier studies30. 
This study shows a significant difference between the Baker-I and Baker-IV 
capsules concerning the presence and form of a synovial metaplasia-like layer. 
This inner layer, when present, consists of vimentin (mesenchymal cells) and 
CD68 (macrophages)-positive and cytokeratin (epithelial)-negative cells, closely 
stacked together towards the implant in a palisaded manner. This cytology is 
in line with earlier publications about synovial metaplasia in breast implant 
capsules and is also found with other foreign body reactions31. Because the 
synovial metaplasia-like layer in the Baker-IV capsules is less congruent in 
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comparison with the Baker-I capsules, it could be hypothesised that these are 
remnants of previously intact synovial metaplasia-like layers. It could be pos-
sible that this inner layer either fulfils a protective role against contracture and 
that, when lost, the continuous contact with the prosthesis activates a secondary 
pathway leading to contracture. It is also possible that this layer is lost due to 
the increasing amount of tissue in the outer layers and the loss of nutrition to 
the inner layer. A theory is that this inner layer is a specialised form of repair 
and disappears over time29. However, since the average duration of implant 
placement in this study is 13 years with the inner layer still showing in the 
Baker-I capsules, it seems unlikely that this layer would disappear over time. 
The stronger overall positivity in all layers for vimentin could correlate with 
more fibroblasts present in the Baker-IV capsules. Fibroblasts are responsible 
for production of extracellular matrix, and this study showed that Baker-IV 
capsules are significantly thicker than Baker-I capsules.

Macrophages play a key role to stimulate fibroblasts in the formation of 
granulation tissue and fibrosis, and their role in foreign body reactions is a very 
actual topic32. While macrophage presence and key role seem evident, different 
subtypes and reactions might be causal to the actual formation of capsular 
contracture. If the macrophage in the Baker-I capsule is anti-fibrotic and pro-
tective (M1), in the Baker-IV capsule, this role could be reversed (M2). In our 
experience, there are cases in which women had experienced an event which 
might have led to this shift in behaviour of the cells surrounding the implant 
such as direct trauma to the breast or pregnancy. This repeated exposure of the 
implant to stress could be the start of a more, secondary, profibrotic process. 
The macrophage seems to be susceptible to modulation and has already been 
suggested as a target for a therapeutic approach to prevent capsular contrac-
tion33. Our results indicate only a slight increase in CD68 positivity in the outer 
layers of the Baker-IV capsules, and therefore, it is likely that one or more other 
types of immune cells, like different T-cell subsets, are also involved in this 
process34. This study only included capsules of textured implants due to the 
fact that these are used nearly exclusively in the Netherlands, a comparison 
with capsules of smooth implants should be pursued in the future.
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T Foreign body giant cell (FBGC) reaction to silicone material in the lymph nodes 
of patients with silicone breast implants has been documented in the literature, 
with a number of case reports dating back to 1978. Many of these case reports 
describe histologic features of silicone lymphadenopathy in regional lymph 
nodes from patients with multiple sets of different types of implants, includ-
ing single lumen smooth surface gel, single lumen textured surface gel, single 
lumen with polyethylene terephthalate patch, single lumen with polyurethane 
coating, and double lumen smooth surface. Only one other case report de-
scribed a patient with highly-cohesive breast implants and silicone granulomas 
of the skin1. In this article, we describe a patient with a clinical presentation 
of systemic sarcoidosis following highly cohesive breast implant placement. 
Histopathologic analysis and Confocal Laser Raman Microprobe (CLRM) ex-
amination were used to confirm the presence of silicone in the axillary lymph 
node and capsular tissues. This is the first report where chemical spectroscopic 
mapping has been used to establish and identify the coexistence of Schaumann 
bodies, consisting of calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate minerals, together 
with silicone implant material.

Keywords: breast implant; silicone; sarcoidosis, Raman, Schaumann bodies
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INTRODUCTION

Silicone gel breast implants have been subject to controversies since their intro-
duction by Cronin and Gerow in the early 1960s2. The safety of these implants 
first came into question after several reports were published on a possible as-
sociation between silicone breast implants and the development of connec-
tive tissue disease in the 1980s1,3–6. Other possible adverse effects of silicone 
implants include capsular contracture, rupture7, locoregional complications, 
silicone migration to the lung, skin, and lower extremities8,9, and interference 
with cancer detection10. To reduce these probable adverse effects, ‘highly co-
hesive’ implants were introduced into the market in 1994. The cohesiveness of 
the silicone polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer and a specially designed 
outer membrane in these implants were developed to reduce the incidence of 
rupture and gel bleeds, characterized by gel leakage through the shell of the im-
plant11–13. Several authors reported systemic responses in patients with silicone 
breast implants, including PDMS prostheses13–15. We now report the first case of 
a patient with highly cohesive breast implants who exhibited a sarcoidosis-like 
clinical presentation and silicone-containing granulomas at a distant site from 
her breasts. This case is especially enlightening in the context of the current 
attention around a number of other reported adverse effects related to breast 
implants. Therefore, we acknowledge the importance of sharing this account 
in the present climate of the enhanced understanding regarding exposure to 
such materials.

Case report
A 40-year-old Nigerian born woman, living in the Netherlands since 1985, un-
derwent bilateral breast augmentation in 1996. The implants that she received 
were the ‘highly-cohesive’ silicone gel implants. Postoperatively, no complica-
tions were reported, except for occasional short-lived episodes of breast hard-
ening.

In July 2001, she developed stone-hard tender breasts, which predominantly 
on the right side. A few weeks later she noticed multiple firm, non-tender skin 
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nodules that were located between the breasts and under the right breast. The 
nodules were approximately 0.5 cm in diameter, and after several days they 
began to ulcerate and produced a ‘whitish’ fluid. She was seen by her plastic 
surgeon who concluded that she had eczema. In the following eight months, 
the ulcerations and symptoms worsened, and the implants had to be surgi-
cally removed. During the procedure, the surgeon noted that the fibrous cap-
sule surrounding the implant was severely contracted around the implants. A 
biopsy was taken from the lymph node located in the left axillary and cultures 
were sent for fungi and mycobacteria. Macroscopic examination of the breast 
explants showed no obvious leakage. PCR for mycobacteria was negative and 
cultures for fungi and bacteria were also negative.

Six months after the removal of the breast implants, the patient presented to 
the internal medicine outpatient clinic with an increasing number of nodules 
scattered all over her body. Her eyes and mouth were dry, her appetite reduced, 
she lost 2 kilograms of weight over 2 months and she complained of extreme 
lassitude. She had no fever or night sweats but had slight dyspnea on exertion. 
The patient denied a history of intravenous drug use or liquid silicone injec-
tions. On physical examination, she had firm, non-tender skin nodules about 
1 cm in diameter on her face (upper eyelids, nose, cheeks), arms, and legs. The 
nodules were moveable and did not appear to be attached to the skin surface 
or underlying structures. Both breasts were hard and tender on palpation. In 
addition, she had swelling in both her upper eyelids, which became so severe 
that she could barely open her eyes at times. She also had a moderate visual 
impairment in her left eye and opthalmological examination showed features 
of panuveitis. There was generalized lymphadenopathy. The axillary and ingui-
nal lymph nodes were firm, non-tender, and approximately 2 cm in diameter, 
while a left supraclavicular lymph node was about 1.5 cm in diameter. Other 
physical findings included normal heart and lung sounds, mild hepatomegaly, 
and the spleen was not palpable.

A chest x-ray and CT scan of the thorax showed multiple enlarged lymph 
nodes in the hilum and axilla bilaterally, and fine nodular interstitial infiltrates 
in her lungs. Her sedimentation rate was 23 mm/hr (normal < 10 mm/hr), c-re-
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active protein 25 mg/l (normal < 8 mg/l), Hb 7.8 mmol/l (normal 7.5-10 mmol/l), 
WBC count 4.7x109/l (normal 3-10x109/l), creatinine 88 μmol/l (normal 60-110 
μmol/l), gamma glutamyltransferase 201 µ/l (normal 10-50 µ/l), alanine ami-
notransferase 66 µ/l (normal 4-36 µ/l), and the angiotensin converting enzyme 
(ACE) level was 63 µ/l (normal < 25 µ/l).

 The patient was diagnosed with sarcoidosis. She refused to take prednisone 
and was treated with minocycline, an antibiotic with presumed anti-granulo-
matous activity, 100 mg twice per day during 7 months with moderate improve-
ment in her condition. She did not develop any new nodules and the existing 
nodules became smaller. She also noted a decrease in the amount of dryness 
of her eyes and mouth.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Histology
Biopsies were taken from the fibrous capsule surrounding the implants, a 
lymph node in the left axillary, a nodule on the left lower leg, and a nodule on 
the eyelid. This study was based on the evaluation of sections of capsular tissue, 
axillary lymph node, eyelid and a leg nodule. For each type of tissue, sections 
4 - 6 µm in thickness were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and evalu-
ated using ordinary light microscopy. The presence or absence of the following 
histologic features were evaluated: 1) silicone-induced granuloma reaction; 2) 
sarcoid-like granulomas; 3) giant cells; and 4) refractile material consistent with 
silicone. Sections (2-6 µm thick) were also prepared for the CLRM experiments.

Additional case material consisted of the implant removed from the patient, 
herein referred to as the “explant”. The explant was received and maintained 
without addition of fixative solutions. The explant material was examined using 
CLRM.

3
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Chemical Microspectroscopy
CLRM measurements were conducted as published elsewhere16,17. Briefly, 
CLRM experiments were performed on sections prepared from capsular tissue, 
axillary lymph node, eyelid nodule, and leg nodule using a LabRAM spectro-
graph (Jobin Yvon Horiba and Dilor, France). The instrument is equipped with 
a He:Ne laser having an excitation wavelength at 632 nm. The spectrograph is 
interfaced to a high stability BX 40 Olympus microscope equipped with ob-
jectives at 10X, 50X and 100X. Laser spot diameters of approximately 2 and 1 
µm could be obtained using the 50 and 100x objectives, respectively. The 100X 
objective was used to focus the laser beam onto the sample and to collect the 
Raman spectral images. The microscope system is also equipped with an ad-
justable confocal hole ranging from 100 – 1000 µm aperture size, allowing for 
reduction on stray light and the removal of unwanted laser plasma lines. Once 
the laser is focused onto the sample using the 100X objective, the scattered light 
is collected using the same objective, collimated and focused on the entrance 
slit of the spectrograph. The spectrometer was equipped with two gratings 
mounted on the same shaft blazed at 1800 grooves/nm (holographic) and 950 
grooves/nm, respectively. The Raman signal is then measured with a detection 
system consisting of a charge-couple detector with an active detector window 
of 1024 X 256 pixels. The viewing area containing the foreign materials was 
approximately 5 X 5µm. Each spectrum was the result of 12 scans, at a spectral 
resolution of 4 cm-1.

Raman microspectroscopy chemical finger printing has been used to identi-
fy silicone migration away from the implant16–19. This chemical characterization 
technique is an inelastic light scattering method that allows for the identi-
fication of functional groups that have an inducible dipole moment. When 
incident coherent light interacts with molecule, much of the light scatters with 
the same frequency as that of the incident light, referred to as elastic scatter-
ing. A small portion of the scattered photons have a frequency greater or less 
than that of the incident light, known as inelastic scattering. The difference 
is equal to the vibrational frequency of the molecular bond with which the 
photons interacted. The frequency of this scattered light contains information 
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that can be correlated to the molecular species that led to the frequency shift20. 
This frequency shift arises from polarizable molecules, or those that have an 
inducible dipole moment. This phenomenon was first characterized by C.V. 
Raman, and has been developed into a characterization tool that can be used 
to identify chemical signatures of organic and inorganic material relevant to 
the present investigation21,22.

In this study, we have used the mapping capabilities of the Raman mi-
croprobe system to study the multi-compositional characteristics of foreign 
inclusions associated with breast implants and mineral deposition, allowing 
us to simultaneously identify silicone, calcium oxalate and other compounds 
associated with the appearance of Schaumann bodies.

RESULTS

Histology

Capsule surrounding the implant, bilateral

Hematoxylin-eosin (HE) stained sections showed a thick fibrous capsular wall 
with an inner lining of amorphous eosinophilic material, mononuclear cells, 
and congested blood vessels forming a ‘pseudosynovium’ (Figure 1A)23. There 
were numerous non-caseating granulomas, foreign body and Touton-type giant 
cells, and scattered chronic inflammatory cells within fibrous tissue. The gran-
ulomas were more prominent in the mid-section of the capsule wall, and their 
composition varied from a few epithelioid cells to large nodular aggregates sur-
rounded by a thick fibrous collar. The foreign-body and Touton-type giant cells 
contained vacuoles with occasional Schaumann bodies, birefringent crystalline 
material, and clear refractile, non-birefringent material. The clear refractile 
material was confirmed as PDMS (Figure 1B) by confocal Raman microprobe 
analysis. Occasionally, all three of the inclusions were seen in the same giant 
cell (Figure 1C).

3
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Figure 1. (A) Fibrous capsule surrounding the implant, right. The surface of the tissue lies ad-
jacent to the silicone breast implant and forms the ‘pseudosynnovium’. This ‘pseudosynnovium’ 
is composed of amorphous eosinophilic material and mononuclear cells. Of note are several 
foreign body giant cells containing clear silicone gel. There is a chronic inflammatory infiltrate 
scattered among the fibroblasts, fibrous tissue, and collagen. (HE, low power). (B) Fibrous 
capsule surrounding implant, right. A high power view of the above tissue shows silicone gel 
within the giant cell that is embedded in fibrous tissue. There are also scattered chronic inflam-
matory cells, congested blood vessels, and surgical related hemorrhage. (HE, high power). (C) 
Fibrous capsule surrounding implant, left.  High power view of previous section. In the center 
of the multinucleated giant cell are fragments of Schaumann body, and refractile clear crys-
talline material consistent with calcium oxalate. (HE, high power). (D) Axillary lymph node, 
left.  There is clear refractile globular material in the center of the giant cell of the epithelioid 
granuloma consistent with silicone gel.  In addition, fragments of a Schaumann body can be 
seen around the outer edge of the silicone gel. (HE, high power).
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Axillary lymph node, left

The lymph nodes were almost totally replaced by non-caseating epithelioid 
granulomas of varying sizes and contained the same type of PDMS-based in-
clusions as seen in the fibrous capsule surrounding the implants (Figure 1D). 
Granulomas were also seen in the lymph node hilum.

Eyelid nodule

The biopsy showed multiple epithelioid granulomas, septa of dense fibrous 
tissue, and lobules of serous (lacrimal) glands with focal lymphocytic infil-
tration (Figure 2A). In some foci there were degenerating ducts and glands 
admixed with chronic inflammation. Many of the epithelioid cells had clearing 
of the cytoplasm (‘clear-cells’), and a rare Schaumann body was seen (Figure 
2B). One small focus of necrosis was found in one granuloma; but special stains 
were negative for fungi and bacteria.

Leg nodule

The majority of tissue was replaced by sheets of non-caseating granulomas 
(Figure 2C), histologically typical of sarcoidosis. Some smaller nodules were 
surrounded by fibrous tissue with thick fibrous septae and contained varying 
amounts of chronic inflammatory cells. Multinucleated, foreign-body giant 
cells with an occasional Schaumann body was present, as well as scattered lym-
phocytes, plasma cells, and occasional eosinophils and neutrophils (Figure 2D).

Confocal Laser Raman Microscopy
Figure 3 illustrates four different Raman microprobe studies. Trace A is the 
Raman spectrum of PDMS in the breast capsular connective tissue, while trace 
B is the Raman spectrum obtained from the surface of the “explant” shell. 
Trace C is the Raman spectrum of the silicone gel obtained from the inside of 
the “explant” (i.e., inner gel). Trace D (bottom trace) is the Raman spectrum of 
commercially obtained medical-grade silicone gel (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) 
and is used as a reference for comparison. 
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Figure 3. (A) Raman spectra of the silicone breast “explant” and fibrous tissue surrounding 
implant: (A) spectrum of silicone migrated to fibrous tissue surrounding the implant; (B) spec-
trum of silicone obtained from the shell of the “explant”; (C) spectrum of silicone gel obtained 
from the inside of the “explant”; (D) reference PDMS material.

It is worth noting that the inner gel of the “explant” (C) showed the same spec-
trum as the commercially available (reference) PDMS (D), while the spectrum 
of PDMS that had migrated to the capsular breast tissue (A), and the spectrum 
from the outer surface of the explant capsule (B, implant shell), demonstrated 
new Raman lines at 621, 1031 (breathing vibration of the aromatic ring), 3056 
(aromatic CH stretch), and one strong line at 1000 cm-1 (breathing vibration 
of the aromatic ring). The new bands are characteristic for the presence of 
aromatic groups bound to silicone based compounds. This spectrum is con-
sistent with the study by Keizers et al in which the compound was identified 
as diphenylsilicone19.
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Figure 4. Raman spectroscopy generated images of silicone migrated to axillary lymph node: 
(A) white light image; (B) Raman generated image based on the distribution of silicone shown 
in spectrum (F); (C) Raman image based on distribution of oxalate shown in spectrum (G); 
(D) Raman image based on the distribution of phosphate shown in spectrum (H); (E) Raman 
image of tissue around the migrated silicone; (J) Raman spectrum from the tissue surrounding 
the phenylsilicone and Schaumann body.

The presence of diphenylsilicone in the axillary lymph node section was also 
demonstrated employing CLRM (see Figure 4). The Raman spectroscopy gen-
erated images show the presence of diphynylsilicone, image B, surrounded by 
calcium phosphate (image C) and calcium phosphate mineral deposit (image 
D). The mineral deposits are identified histologically as Schaumann bodies. 
The Raman spectra (see Figure 4, traces G and H) unequivocally identify these 
Schaumann body inclusions as containing mineral deposition based on calci-
um oxalate and calcium phosphate minerals. The spectra of calcium oxalate 
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and phosphate spectra are consistent with prior studies by Pestaner et al and 
Calzolari et al24.The spectra of calcium oxalate and phosphate spectra are con-
sistent with prior studies by Pestaner et al and Calzolari et al24,25. These find-
ings suggest that not only inner silicone gel in the “highly cohesive” implant 
migrates to the surrounding tissues, but that axillary lymph nodes may also 
contain implant shell diphenylsilicone particles.

DISCUSSION

Silicone leakage from traditional breast implants is frequent4 but data on 
“highly cohesive” breast implants are scarce26. This type of implant was first 
introduced into the market in the early 90`, claiming to reduce the amount of 
leakage of PDMS and thereby decreasing the possibility of local or systemic 
effects. A large follow-up study by Heden in 2012 showed a rupture rate of 1.7% 
in type 410 PDMS implants27.

The relationship between silicone implants and systemic disease has been 
under investigation for many years7. Migration of silicone from implant “bleeds” 
typically follows the lymphatic pathway and is rarely found in tissue beyond the 
axillary lymph nodes28. Metastatic silicone granulomas have been described in 
patients who have had silicone oil injections for cosmetic reasons29,30. Initially, 
the risk of silicone leakage from highly cohesive implants was considered to be 
low, but case reports describing silicone spread from the reported generation of 
breast implants are rising in number11,31–35. In our case, the patient denied ever 
having silicone injections of any kind. After augmentation with the “highly 
cohesive” silicone gel implants, the woman described in this case study de-
veloped multifocal nodules consistent with sarcoidosis. PDMS was found in 
the fibrous capsules surrounding the implants and axillary lymph nodes both 
histologically and by CLRM spectroscopy.

There are over 48 case reports of sarcoidosis of the breast35–43. There are two 
reports of patients with breast sarcoidosis who had silicone implants without 
exacerbation of their disease and who did not experience any unusual peripros-
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thetic complications. One patient with silicone implants had progressive and 
non-responsive symptoms of sarcoidosis that did not remit until the implants 
were removed. One report describes a patient who presented with sarcoidosis 
of the skin, without systemic involvement1,43–46. A large study by Watad et al. in 
a cohort that contained over 24,000 women with breast implants matched with 
over 98,000 women without breast implants, showed a higher risk of develop-
ing sarcoidosis following silicone breast prosthesis implantation (OR 1.98)47.

The etiology of sarcoidosis is unknown. It is a multisystem granulomatous 
disease that rarely involves the breast48. Immunologic abnormalities are the 
hallmark of sarcoidosis with the principal feature being non-caseating granu-
lomas that somehow influence the function of the immune system by activating 
chemical mediators of inflammation or altering the function of lymphocytes44,49.

It has been suggested that immunomodulation by foreign bodies such as 
silicone has a potential pathogenic role in the development of sarcoidosis46. 
Recently, silicone gel was shown to enhance both the humoral and the de-
layed-type hypersensitivity response of rats to bovine serum albumin, and 
therefore may also have a direct effect on macrophages with local release of 
various cytokines and subsequent recruitment and activation of lymphocytes50. 
The foreign body response to silicone or perhaps a direct adjuvant action of 
silicone may contribute to systemic activation of macrophages and T-helper 
cells, serving as a stimulus in the progression of sarcoidosis45. Resolution of 
the patient’s illness following removal of the breast implants supports this ob-
servation.

CONCLUSIONS

This is the fifth in a series of individual case reports that links silicone breast 
implants to the development of sarcoidosis. There were non-caseating granu-
lomas in four different body sites, an infectious work-up was negative, radio-
graphic evidence of bilateral hilar lymphadenopathy, and an elevated ACE 
level and panuveitis of the left eye. This combination of findings is consistent 
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with sarcoidosis. This is the first report where chemical spectroscopic mapping 
has been used to establish and identify the coexistence of Schaumann bodies, 
consisting of calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate minerals, in the presence 
of silicone. Whether the silicone in the tissues increased modulation of the 
immunologic response leading to the discovery of previously undiagnosed 
sarcoidosis, or whether it catalyzed the development of sarcoidosis is unknown.
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T Millions of women worldwide have silicone breast implants. Implant failure 
occurs in approximately a tenth of patients within ten years,1 and the conse-
quences of dissemination of silicone debris are poorly understood. Currently, 
silicone detection in histopathological slides is based on morphological fea-
tures as no specific immunohistochemical technique is available. Here we show 
the feasibility and sensitivity of Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) imaging to 
specifically detect silicone material in stained histopathological slides, without 
additional sample treatment. Histology slides of four periprosthetic capsules 
from different implant types were obtained after explantation, as well as an 
enlarged axillary lymph node from a patient with a ruptured implant. SRS 
images co-registered with bright-field images revealed the distribution and 
quantity of silicone material in the tissue. Fast and high-resolution imaging 
of histology slides with molecular specificity using SRS provides an oppor-
tunity to investigate the role of silicone debris in the pathophysiology of im-
plant-linked diseases.

KEYWORDS:
capsular contraction, label-free histology, non-linear optics, plastic surgery, 
polymer detection, pathology, silicone bleeding
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ABSTRACT FIGURE:

ABBREVIATIONS:

CC, Connected Component
OPO, Optical Parametric Oscillator
PDMS, Polydimethylsiloxane
PU, Polyurethane
ROI, Region Of Interest
RMSE, Root Mean Square Error
SRS, Stimulated Raman Scattering
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INTRODUCTION

Breast augmentation is the most commonly performed plastic surgery proce-
dure worldwide.2 The majority of these implants are of the silicone gel type, 
with a small minority being saline-filled. The filling of modern cohesive gel 
implants is made up of short-chain polymers of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
gel, interspersed with short-chain PDMS fluid. The cover, or shell, is composed 
of a tougher, cross-linked silicone elastomer.3

Concerns over the safety of breast implants have conventionally focused 
on macroscopic rupture, in which structural failure of the shell leads to large 
amounts of silicone gel around the implant. Dissemination of silicone gel has 
been observed in the surrounding implant capsule and axillary lymph nodes 
in the case of implant rupture.4–8 Further migration to the lungs,9–11 skin,12 and 
the lower extremities13 has also been described. The use of a cohesive gel, and 
increased structural integrity of the implant shells because of barrier layers, 
have led to decreased rupture rates in modern adaptations.

Nevertheless, concern remains about the safety of long-term exposure to 
implant material. Silicone is regarded as a biologically inert material, although 
immunological reactions can result in complications, as demonstrated by the 
severe granulomatous reactions sometimes observed after liquid silicone in-
jections.14,15 The role of free silicone in the development of capsular contrac-
ture,16 and in Breast Implant-Associated Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma17 is 
not fully understood. The type of implant has been shown to affect the risk 
of these conditions,18,19 however the exact role that silicone itself plays is still 
unconfirmed .20,21

Large amounts of gel from ruptured implants are easily discernible using 
imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging and high-resolution 
ultrasound.7 However, gel ‘bleeding’ or ‘sweating’, short-chain polymer fluid 
permeating through the shell, results in small particles or droplets that pose a 
diagnostic challenge.22 Even though fluorosiloxane barriers were introduced 
to reduce this bleeding phenomenon, it is unclear to what extent this bleeding 
still happens into the surrounding tissue.23 The reference standard for such 
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evaluations, bright-field microscopic analysis of histology slides, relies on mor-
phological clues of silicone particles but lacks a specific dye that reliably stains 
silicone only. Suspect structures are often described as amorphous, translucent 
material in apparent vacuoles.24,25 Non-specific stains that have been described 
to help visualize silicone include stamp pad ink and polymer-staining Oil Red 
O.10,24,26

Several analysis techniques exist that exhibit chemical specificity. For in-
stance, energy dispersive X-ray analysis has been used in the past for the de-
tection of elemental silicon in silicone granulomas.10,26–28 Atomic absorption 
spectroscopy has also been described as quantitative tool for silicon detection.22 
Besides not having molecular specificity, these techniques require additional 
sample preparation, and only a limited number of points can be analyzed. At-
tempts to detect silicone polymers with molecular specificity include NMR29 
and infrared spectroscopy.30 These techniques are generally time-consuming 
and therefore impractical for analysis of larger tissues. They also lack the nec-
essary micrometer spatial resolution.

Conventional Raman microscopy provides a non-destructive spectral anal-
ysis of chemicals at sub-micrometer resolution. However, excessively long ac-
quisition times due to the low Raman cross section, and the strong fluorescence 
background make this technique less suitable for the large-scale mapping of 
tissues. Previous attempts at Raman spectroscopic analysis found additional 
disadvantages: tissue must remain unstained and uncovered, resulting in the 
tissue drying out and risking contamination.25

Silicone detection in histological slides should ideally be specific, sensi-
tive, non-destructive and fast. One technique that fulfills these requirements is 
Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) microscopy. SRS is based on the synchro-
nized action of two overlapping laser beams of a different color, typically in the 
near-infrared range. SRS results in much stronger signals than conventional 
Raman scattering, circumvents fluorescence from the sample and the cover slip, 
while speeding up the detection significantly; pixel dwell times in the order 
of microseconds, compared to seconds for conventional Raman, are routinely 
achieved.31–33 Furthermore, the spectral response still follows the spontaneous 
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Raman spectral response.31 These characteristics make SRS an excellent tech-
nique for label-free vibrational imaging of biological tissues.31,33–37 In an earlier 
paper we established SRS as a suitable technique for the identification of mi-
crometer-sized polymer particles (‘microplastics’) in environmental samples.38

SRS is a four-wave mixing process that interacts with the third order sus-
ceptibility of a Raman active material. In short, two spatially and temporally 
overlapping pulsed laser beams concurrently arrive at a sample. When the 
photon energy difference of the beams matches a vibrational transition of a 
molecule, a signal is generated by intensity transfer from the pump beam to the 
Stokes beam. Modulation of one of the beams will therefore cause modulation 
transfer to the other beam. The amplitude of this modulation transfer will be 
proportional to both the Raman cross section of the molecule and the number 
of molecules in the focal volume.31,34,43

In this paper, we introduce an SRS-based method for the detection of sili-
cone in histological slides. We first record SRS-derived silicone and background 
tissue spectra in the C-H stretch region to select two wavenumber settings that 
maximize the contrast between silicone and the surrounding tissue. We show 
that sample deparaffinization and staining of the slides does not change the 
silicone content of these samples. We provide a framework for fast, high-vol-
ume analysis by showing the distribution map and quantified analysis of a full 
histological slide.

MATERIALS AND METHODS / EXPERIMENTAL

Sample preparation
Table 1 shows a list of samples used in this experiment. The periprosthetic 
capsules from four women with breast implants, collected during explan-
tation, were analyzed for this study. In one case the reason for explantation 
was a clinical diagnosis of implant rupture. The second case involved an im-
plant that was deemed during explantation to be ‘sweating’, a phenomenon 
in which, perioperatively, silicone gel is found to have permeated through the 
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implant shell, without a macroscopically visible rupture. Removal of the third, 
PU foam-covered, implant was not related to implant failure. A capsule from 
a non-ruptured implant (Sample #4) served as a potential negative control. 
Furthermore, an axillary lymph node from a patient with a ruptured implant 
was included (Sample #5). Informed consent was obtained in accordance with 
institutional guidelines.

Samples were fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 24 hours, then routinely pro-
cessed for conventional paraffin embedding. Paraffin sections of 5 µm were cut. 
After deparaffinization and rehydration, slides were stained with hematoxylin 
and eosin (H&E).

To investigate the potential loss of silicone content during deparaffinization, 
one tissue section, known to contain silicone, was imaged before and after 
deparaffinization.

Table 1. Sample Description

Sample number Tissue Implant status Implant type

#1 Implant capsule Rupture Silicone gel

#2 Implant capsule ‘Sweating’ Silicone gel

#3 Implant capsule Intact PU-covered, Silicone gel

#4 Implant capsule Intact Silicone gel

#5 Axillary lymph node Rupture Silicone gel

List of all samples used in this study. Implant status indicates the perioperative evaluation of the 
macroscopic integrity of the explanted implant. PU: polyurethane

SRS microscopy setup
A modified version of a previously described setup38,39,43 was used (Figure 1), 
based on a Plecter Duo Nd:YAG laser (Lumera Laser, Kaiserslautern, Germany) 
with a repetition rate of 80 MHz and 8 ps pulse duration. The two output beams 
consisted of a 1064 nm laser which was sinusoidally amplitude-modulated at 
3.636 MHz with a 3080-194 Acousto Optical Modulator (EQ Photonics GmbH, 
Eching Germany). 

4
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the SRS setup
DS: Delay Stage, AOM: Acousto-Optic Modulator, OPO: Optical Parametric Oscillator, DM: 
Dichroic Mirror, LSM: Laser Scanning Microscope, O: Objective, C: Condenser, F: Short-pass 
filter, D: Photo-detector, LIA: Lock-in amplifier, PC: Computer. The black dashed line represents 
the reference frequency for the LIA.

The second, frequency-doubled output was used to pump a Levante Emerald 
Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) (APE, Berlin, Germany). The OPO (Pump 
beam) was tuned so that the photon energy difference with the fixed 1064-nm 
beam (Stokes) would correspond with the targeted molecular vibration, with a 
4cm-1 spectral resolution. The OPO output beam and the laser beam at 1064 nm 
were overlapped temporally using a delay stage, and overlapped spatially with 
a dichroic mirror. Subsequently, the beams were sent into a 7MP laser scan-
ning microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Samples were scanned using 
a C-achroplan W 32× water immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 
0.85 (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Tile scanning with an x-y raster stage was 
used to image areas larger than the field of view. A water immersion condenser 
with a numerical aperture of 1.2 was used to collect the forward-scattered light. 
The 1064 nm beam was blocked with a combination of a long-pass dichro-
ic mirror and a short-pass optical filter. A DET36A photodetector (Thorlabs, 
USA), integrated with an in-house built trans-impedance amplifier, detected 
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the pump beam light. To reveal the stimulated Raman loss (SRL) the signal 
was demodulated using a HF2LI lock-in amplifier (Zurich instrument, Zürich, 
Switzerland) set to 13.75 µs time constant and filter order 8. The microscope’s 
ZEN2011 proprietary software was used to reconstruct images.

SRS spectra were compared to spontaneous Raman spectra obtained from 
silicone breast implant gel and from silicone particulates in a histology slide, 
using an inVia Reflex Raman microspectrometer (Renishaw, Wotton-un-
der-Edge, UK) at a laser wavelength of 785 nm.

Image acquisition
For overview SRS images, the tile size was 128 x 128 pixels and corresponded to 
a field of view of 205 x 205 μm, meaning a pixel size of 1.6 μm. The measurement 
time was 100 μs per pixel, which corresponded to under three seconds per 
tile in practice. Regions of interest (ROI) were rescanned at higher resolution, 
with a 0.52 μm pixel size and 256 × 256 pixels per frame in approximately nine 
seconds. The average power applied to the sample was 14 mW for the 1064 nm 
beam, and 7 mW for the OPO output beam. Total laser power was limited to 
minimize damage to samples. A 2:1 power ratio for the two beams was chosen 
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio under this power restriction.39

Image acquisition consisted of obtaining a brightfield picture of the entire 
slide, after which the sample was scanned at two different wavenumbers that 
maximize the contrast between silicone and the surrounding tissue. To that 
end, a series of SRS images in the CH-stretch range (2800 – 3000 cm-1) was 
acquired with five wavenumber increments. Regions suspected of containing 
silicone were chosen for this, and a spectrum was acquired for each spatial 
location. Subsequently, averaged spectra from silicone and from the tissue 
background were created. To determine the optimal wavenumbers for SRS 
discrimination, the Root mean square error (RMSE) analysis described by Lu 
et al. was used.40

4
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Image processing and analysis
The acquired SRS images were processed to remove false positives and to create 
a mask that can be overlaid on the histological image. First, an upper threshold 
ten percent higher than the expected maximum SRS signal from silicone was 
applied to remove sporadic thermal damage-induced saturated signals. The 
image at the background wavenumber was subsequently subtracted from the 
silicone image, creating a high contrast, silicone-specific SRS image. Adaptive 
thresholding was applied to this image, and the resulting binary mask was 
co-registered with the bright-field image using the Control Point Selection Tool 
for Matlab (Version R2018b for Windows, MathWorks). The color green was 
chosen for the silicone overlay to maximize contrast with the magenta-rich 
histology images. Particles smaller than eight pixels were deleted to further 
reject artifacts from sub-micron thermal damage. Setting a pixel size effectively 
determines the lower spatial detection limit. Given the pixel sizes of 1.6 µm and 
0.52 µm for low- and high-resolution scanning, this means particles as small 
as 20 µm2 and 2 µm2, respectively, can be detected. Connected Component 
analysis (CC) provided a list of all detected silicone particles. This resulted in 
histograms and total silicone areas expressed in µm2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wavenumber selection
The SRS wavenumber run on sample #1 resulted in a series of images that 
agreed very well with the spontaneous Raman spectra of silicone gel and of 
silicone particles in tissue (Figure 2, Supplementary video S1). A higher baseline 
is seen in the spontaneous Raman spectrum from the histology slide due to the 
fluorescence background (Figure 2A). The C-H stretch vibrational frequency in 
PDMS is distinctly different from that of the major tissue constituents, lipids 
and proteins. RMSE analysis resulted in two wavenumbers for optimal contrast: 
2905 cm-1 for silicone and 2933 cm-1 for the tissue background (Figure 2B). 
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Figure 2. Optimal wavenumber determination.
Figure 2A depicts the spontaneous Raman spectra of silicone breast implant gel (for reference), 
and silicone in a histology slide from a ruptured implant (Sample # 1) in orange and blue, 
respectively. The SRS spectra of silicone in a histology slide and of the adjacent tissue areas 
can be seen in Figure 2B, in purple and red, respectively. The spontaneous Raman spectra 
from silicone has a high baseline in contrast to its SRS counterpart, due to the fluorescence 
background. Two dotted lines indicate the calculated optimal wavenumbers. The lower 
frames show SRS images of a silicone particle in an H&E stained histology slide at the two 
wavenumbers: Figure 2C for the silicone wavenumber at 2905 cm-1, Figure 2D for the tissue 
background wavenumber at 2933 cm-1. In both images, the pixel intensity along a line across 
the particle is plotted underneath this line. Scale bar: 250 µm

4
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Two SRS images of a silicone particle in histological tissue were then acquired 
at these two wavenumbers (Figures 2C and 2D). An intensity profile at the 
bottom of the images illustrates the contrast between a silicone particle and 
the surrounding tissue background.

Deparaffinization
SRS imaging of a silicone containing tissue slide before and after deparaffiniza-
tion and staining was carried out to assess the possible washing out of silicone 
material during these steps. However side by side comparison of before (Figure 
3A) and after SRS images (Figure 3C), does not show a decrease in silicone 
material.

 
 

 

A 
 

B C D 

Figure 3. Comparison of silicone content before and after deparaffinization.
Figure 3A and 3C: SRS images at the 2905 cm-1 wavenumber depict the silicone content of a 
region of interest in an implant capsule (Sample # 1) before and after the deparaffinization 
and staining protocol. Note the apparent similarity between the silicone particles in 3A and 
3C. Figure 3B shows the color image of the histology slide after deparaffinization and H&E 
staining. Figure 3D shows the SRS image for silicone of 3C, overlaid in green on the H&E 
image. Scale bar: 50 mm

Sample analysis
All four implant capsules that were analyzed (Table 1) contained measurable 
amounts of silicone. The capsule obtained from the ruptured implant # 1 was 
used as positive control due to the large amounts of silicone apparent in the 
bright-field image. Figure 4A shows the results of the full-slide analysis of this 
capsule. Relatively large agglomerations can be seen in open areas with appar-
ent similar shape. Scanning of this relatively large sample of 27 x106 µm2 at 1.6 
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µm pixel size and at two wavenumbers took approximately two hours. The area 
of the slide actually covered by tissue was 10.8 x106 µm2. Connected Component 
(CC) analysis resulted in the quantification of particle sizes. Summing of all 
particles showed a total silicone area of 28,000 µm2 for the entire slide, meaning 
a 0.26% area relative to the sample’s area. Additionally, a histogram of all the 
particle sizes is shown in Figure 4B with 25 µm2 binning. High-resolution scans 
of regions of interest at 0.5 µm pixel size are shown in Figures 4C-4F.

 
 

A 
 

B C 

D 

E 

F 

C D E F 

Figure 4. Fully imaged histology slide of implant capsule (Sample 1).
Figure 4A shows the fully imaged histology slide of Sample 1. Green depicts the SRS scan at 
silicone wavenumber, superimposed on the bright-field image of the H&E histology slide. The 
histogram in Figure 4B shows the distribution of particle sizes found in the full-sized image by 
connected component analysis of the SRS signal representing silicone. Scale bar: 1 mm. Insets 
scale bar: 200 µm. Insets 4C, 4D, 4E, and 4F show regions of interest at higher resolution, and 
illustrate the extreme sensitivity of SRS to depth; only the silicone present at the focal plane 
elicits an SRS signal.

4
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Figure 5. H&E stained tissues containing silicone.
Pairs of frames show histology images without and with the overlaid SRS false-colored image, 
with green depicting silicone. Figures 5A and 5B show an H&E stained slide of an axillary 
lymph node containing large vacuoles with a high amount of silicone particles (Sample 5). 
Inflammatory response in the form of multinucleated giant cells can be seen surrounding the 
vacuoles. Figures 5C and 5D show a periprosthetic capsule from a non-ruptured silicone gel 
implant with the characteristic amorphous material surrounded by a dense collagen matrix 
(Sample 4). A periprosthetic capsule from a PU foam-covered implant can be seen in Figures 
5E and 5F, showing encapsulation of different foreign materials (Sample 3). Near the bottom of 
the images, a zone of translucent polygonal-shaped particles corresponds with the porous PU 
foam. Particles that were spectrally verified as silicone can be seen distally from the implant 
side of the capsule. Notice that PU does not show up on the SRS image with these SRS settings, 
indicating the specificity of the technique. A capsule from a non-ruptured implant, that was 
deemed to be ‘sweating’ during explantation, can be seen in Figures 5G and 5H (Sample 2). 
Large amounts of silicone are present at the implant side of this capsule. Scale bars: 100 µm
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Figure 5 shows additional examples of silicone detection in different tissues and 
implant types. The axillary lymph node sample (sample # 5) in Figure 5A and 
5B, an example of silicone migration to distant organs, showed an abnormal 
vacuolated aspect with numerous multinucleated giant cells. Large silicone 
particles were found in these sizeable vacuoles, while smaller vacuoles showed 
a crescent of material at their fringes not apparent in the standard brightfield 
picture. The capsule from a non-ruptured implant (Sample # 4, Figure 5C and 
5D), unexpectedly revealed large agglomerations of silicone. The PU foam-cov-
ered implant capsule (Sample # 3, Figure 5E and 5F) was initially included 
as a potentially negative control, as PU has a different Raman spectrum and 
does not provide contrast in our SRS protocol. PU material in such a capsule 
can, however, be recognized based on its distinct morphology: polygonal and 
triangular shapes of translucent material. Nonetheless, SRS imaging resulted 
in the detection of additional silicone debris distally in the capsule, relative to 
the PU foam particles. This finding indicates that the foam shell cover does not 
stop the migration of silicone gel filling. Finally, the capsule from the ‘sweat-
ing’ implant (Sample # 2) is shown in Figure 5G and 5H, and was also found 
to contain silicone.

CONCLUSION

The SRS imaging protocol described in this manuscript makes it possible to 
detect and quantify silicone debris in histology slides with molecular specificity, 
in a fast and convenient manner. Deparaffinated and stained histological slides 
were found suitable for silicone quantification, as the silicone distribution in 
the sample is maintained when compared to unstained, paraffin embedded 
slides. Contrary to previous analysis techniques, SRS is non-destructive and 
involves no additional preparatory steps. Additionally, coverslips used in stan-
dard histology slides do not interfere with the SRS signal.

The sweating or bleeding of short-chain silicone polymers from the cohesive 
gel core may result in particles smaller than our size detection limit, although 

4
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there is currently a paucity of evidence concerning the distribution of this 
sub-micron particulate. Contrary to metal orthopedic implant debris, where 
particle sizes are well-documented,41 it is difficult to define a range of particle 
sizes because of the viscous nature of silicone gel. Hirakawa et al. looked at 
particle shedding from silicone-surfaced orthopedic implants and found a size 
distribution skewed towards sub-micron particles.42 Joint surfaces are subject to 
higher shear forces than shape-determining implants so a direct comparison 
of particle sizes may not be apt. Nevertheless, given the chosen pixel size for 
SRS imaging, the smallest detectable particle size was 2 µm2. Even though this 
is larger than the theoretical resolution limit of the SRS setup, smaller particles 
were excluded to limit the number of artifacts. It appears that this limit of 2 µm2 
is more than adequate for the detection of intracellular silicone.

Although the amount of silicone material was found to remain unaffected 
after deparaffinization, preparatory steps prior to this may still drastically de-
crease the material present in the final histology slide. When looking at the 
large vacuoles that do contain silicone, only a fraction of the vacuole contains 
silicone particulate and it is presently unclear whether this is due to previous 
phagocytosis of silicone or washing out during the preparatory steps described 
earlier.

Additional uncertainty about the quantification of silicone arises from the 
SRS depth resolution. In a previous study we showed the full-width-at-half-max 
focal length in the Z dimension to be around 2.6 µm at similar wavelengths,43 
which is about half of the 5 µm thick histological slides. This means that some 
silicone can be outside of the focal volume range and will not contribute to 
the SRS signal. Indeed, we found some locations where silicone is observed in 
the color image but the edges of a particle are not detected in the SRS signal. 
This can be seen in the insets of Figure 4, in vacuoles in Figure 5B and to some 
extent in Figure 3.

Although SRS imaging of silicone exhibits excellent contrast and is gener-
ally non-destructive, some micro-sized sample damage may occur due to the 
pulsed and tightly focused laser beams.
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The samples measured in this study showed inhomogeneity in their sus-
ceptibility to photodamage, although the relatively low power applied on the 
sample helped to avoid this. Nevertheless, photo-induced damage spots were 
sporadically observed, especially close to the edges of the tissue. These spots 
show up as an intense signal, allowing their removal using an upper threshold. 
Moreover, this occasional photodamage is the main limitation in increasing 
the scanning speed of the current system. That is to say, the decrease in power 
has to be compensated with long time constants and pixel dwell time to retain 
an adequate spatial resolution. Using a dual beam SRS system, as decribed 
by Heuke et al,44 to simultaneously detect the silicone and protein peaks. This 
would result in a roughly two-fold increase in scanning speed.

The extent to which silicone debris from breast implants impacts women’s 
long-term health is not fully understood. Studies that evaluate biocompatibility 
focus on short term effects, even though silent implant failure may go unno-
ticed for years. Whether a foreign body reaction to silicone particles plays a 
role in the most common breast implant complication, capsular contracture, 
or in the more rare systemic complaints is still up for debate. Until now, no fast 
and sensitive technique existed that spectrally determined the silicone content 
of histology slides down to the micrometer level.

By performing SRS analysis on stained histological slides, the extent of 
silicone debris contamination of the surrounding tissue can be analyzed objec-
tively, spectrally confirming the identity of silicone material in tissue without 
having to rely on non-specific morphological features. This can also be done 
retrospectively on stored tissue samples, of which there is an ample reserve in 
most pathology departments, without any additional sample treatment. Fur-
thermore, it allow the combination of SRS and conventional staining on the 
same slide, enabling focused research into the relationship between silicone 
presence and specific cells.

 This approach can be used on thicker samples. Moester et al.43 showed the 
feasibility of SRS imaging up to tens of micrmeters in depth, at a cost of lower 
Signal-to-Noise ratio. In addition, multiple groups have described an SRS-based 
approache to image fresh tissue and provide label-free histology (Stimulated 
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Raman Histology). We are convinced that this approach is also feasible for the 
detection of silicone in tissue.45,46 Determining silicone content relative to the 
sample surface area allows a direct comparison between samples. The different 
cell types and immunological mechanisms present in the tissue surrounding 
silicone implants can be analyzed, while simultaneously providing a quanti-
tative evaluation of silicone content. Comparing these processes for different 
implant types, surgical techniques, and patient characteristics should result in 
a better understanding of pathophysiological mechanisms and would enable a 
better assessment of the performance of both implants and surgical techniques.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional Supporting Information may be found online in the supporting 
information tab for this article.

Video S1: SRS wavenumber run

Video depicts a series of SRS images in the CH-stretch range (2800 – 3000 cm-1), 
with five-wavenumber increments of a region containing silicone material in 
an H&E stained histological slide. The chemical contrast between silicone and 
the surrounding tissue is apparent, with optima at 2905 cm-1 for silicone and 
2933 cm-1 for the tissue background
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C

T Background
Breast implant surgery is one of the most frequently performed procedures by 
plastic surgeons worldwide. However, the relationship between silicone leakage 
and the most common complication, capsular contracture, is far from under-
stood. This study aimed to compare Baker-I with Baker-IV capsules regarding 
their silicone content in an intra-donor setting, using two previously validated 
imaging techniques.

Methods
Twenty-two donor-matched capsules from eleven patients experiencing unilat-
eral complaints were included after bilateral explantation surgery. All capsules 
were examined using both Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) imaging and 
staining with Modified Oil Red O (MORO). Evaluation was done visually for 
qualitative and semi-quantitative assessment and automated for quantitative 
analysis.

Results
Using both SRS and MORO techniques, silicone was found in more Baker-IV 
capsules (8/11 and 11/11, respectively) than in Baker-I capsules (3/11 and 5/11, re-
spectively). Baker-IV capsules also showed significantly more silicone content 
compared to the Baker-I capsules. This was true for semi-quantitative assess-
ment for both SRS and MORO techniques (p=0.019 and p=0.006, respectively), 
while quantitative analysis proved to be significant for MORO alone (p=0.026 
vs. p=0.248 for SRS).

Conclusions
In this study, a significant correlation between capsule silicone content and cap-
sular contracture is shown. An extensive and continued foreign body response 
to silicone particles is likely to be responsible. Considering the widespread use 
of silicone breast implants these results affect many women worldwide and 
warrant a more focused research effort.
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INTRODUCTION

Since their introduction, the use of silicone breast implants for reconstructive 
and cosmetic purposes has increased significantly and so breast implant sur-
gery is one of the most frequently performed procedures by plastic surgeons 
worldwide1,2. Simultaneously, extensive research efforts and lively discussions 
on their safety and complications continue3–12. Although most of the recent 
attention is focused on Breast Implant-Associated Anaplastic Large Cell Lym-
phoma13 and breast implant illness14, the most common complications are still 
related to the capsule surrounding the implant. Capsule formation is a normal 
foreign body response, although excessive thickening and contracture are ad-
verse reactions and may result in complaints experienced by the patient.

Prevalence estimates for capsular contracture (CC) range from 5-19% for 
breast augmentation and 19-25% for breast reconstruction, although numbers 
vary between studies15–18. Known risk factors include breast reconstructive sur-
gery after breast cancer, irradiation of the breast, subglandular implant place-
ment, postoperative hematoma, and a smooth implant surface19,20. Over the 
years, innovations have been made in implant construction to prevent signifi-
cant silicone bleeding through the surrounding shell21. High cohesive silicone 
gels and more durable shells were introduced, as well as novel surgical tech-
niques. Significant gel bleed and rupture were deemed to be responsible for 
the high CC rates of the first and second-generation implants22 Together, this 
resulted in a reduced prevalence of CC compared to the first implant genera-
tions15,22,23. Despite these efforts to prevent CC altogether, the actual pathophys-
iological mechanisms involved are still largely unknown15.

The Baker classification of CC uses a scale from I (no contracture) to IV 
(severe contracture) and is the most commonly used classification system for 
CC. Silicone bleeding, the leaking of small quantities of silicone gel into the 
surrounding tissue without an obvious tear of the implant, has previously been 
associated with a higher Baker score24. However, since a reliable, selective, and 
sensitive detection technique for silicone was missing, the extent of the rela-
tionship between silicone bleed and CC has not been directly correlated25. More 

5
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precise and sensitive methods have become available to detect silicone in tissue 
sections. Recently, we introduced stimulated Raman Scattering Microscopy 
(SRS) as a sensitive, label-free imaging technique to detect silicone particles in 
tissue slides that had been hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained (staining is 
not needed but does not interfere with the SRS measurements)26. Additionally, 
the 3-Phase technique, a combination of standard light microscopy, staining 
with Modified Oil Red O (MORO), and Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(TEM) in combination with Energy Dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) has 
been proven to reliably measure silicone in tissue27.

The plethora of silicone breast implants available, variety of implantation 
techniques, and patient factors all lead to a very diverse histology for CC28. This 
makes a true comparison between CC histology samples difficult. Women who 
develop unilateral complaints are of particular interest to include in studies 
about the etiology of CC because their capsules offer the unique opportunity 
to study the differences between affected and unaffected capsules while all 
other variables remain the same. This should enable the development of a 
sound pathophysiological model of CC28.

In a previous study using the same capsule collection as described in this 
study, we showed that Baker-IV capsules, compared to Baker-I capsules, were 
significantly thicker28. They also expressed more CD68 positive cells indicat-
ing an increased influx of innate immune cells, eg macrophages, which are 
characteristic of foreign body granulomatous reactions observed in reaction 
to fillers28,29. Furthermore, we observed an increase in vimentin-positive cells, 
indicating an increase in fibroblasts in Baker-IV. However, an increase in the 
myofibroblast biomarker alpha-smooth muscle actin was not observed in Bak-
er-IV compared to Baker-I indicating that myofibroblast formation was not 
directly related to contracture (unpublished data).

Therefore, this study aimed to examine the relationship between Baker-I 
and Baker-IV capsules regarding silicone content, using both SRS and MORO 
techniques in an intra-individual study.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient and tissue collection
Donor-matched Baker-I and Baker-IV capsules from patients undergoing ex-
plantation or revision surgery between 2010 and 2014 who had developed uni-
lateral complaints were collected (Table 1). Patients with a history of (breast) 
cancer and recipients of Poly Implant Prothèse (PIP) implants were excluded. 
All patients had undergone cosmetic augmentation surgery with the submus-
cular (dual-plane, inframammary fold incision) method using high-cohesive 
gel textured implants. Although implant age and rupture were documented, 
unfortunately, the exact brand and type were not (Table 2). Clinical grading 
using the Baker classification, the collection of capsules, and the explantation 
surgery itself were performed by an experienced plastic surgeon (Niessen). 
Patients were included only after oral informed consent was given. These pro-
cedures were in accordance with the ‘Code for Proper Secondary Use of Human 
tissue’ as formulated by the Dutch Federation of Medical Scientific Societies30. 
Samples were always taken from the same area of the capsule; cranial from the 
inframammary incision. Surgically, 5 x 5 cm samples were taken which were 
subsequently processed in the laboratory. Tissue samples were fixed in 4% 
formaldehyde for 24 h, then routinely processed and embedded in paraffin. 
Parallel paraffin sections (max. 20-40 µm apart) were used for both techniques.

Table 1. Patient characteristics 

Number of patients 11
Age (years) 46.5 +/- 9.1
BMI 25.0 +/- 4.8
Duration of implant placement (months) 156 +/- 68
Size of implant (cc) 306 +/- 10.5
Smoker 3/11
Diabetic 2/11
1Tear in implant on Baker-IV side 3/11
1Tear in implant on Baker-I side 1/11
More than one augmentation 1/11

Mean +/- SD is shown.1Tear in implant observed during explantation. 

5
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SRS
Histological examination was performed on deparaffinized, formalin-fixed 
tissue sections (5 µm) which were stained with H&E. After staining, tissue sec-
tions were analyzed using an SRS microscopy setup as described earlier26,31. In 
short, a bright-field image was obtained of the entire slide. Next, the sample 
was scanned at two different wavenumbers (2905 and 2933 cm-1, corresponding 
with the C-H stretch vibrational energies of polydimethylsiloxane (silicone) and 
protein, respectively) which maximized the contrast between silicone and the 
surrounding tissue. Then, these two SRS images were subtracted, threshold 
implemented, followed by processing to remove false positives. The processed 
images were overlaid with the corresponding histological bright-field images, 
where the silicone was colored green. The bright-field images were recorded 
as tiles and retrospectively corrected for flat- and darkfield shading32.

MORO, TEM, and EDX
For the second method of detection of silicone, we used a combination of 
MORO staining, TEM, and EDX. The combination of these three techniques 
to detect silicone in tissue has been described previously27. Consecutive paraf-
fin sections (4 µm) of the same tissue samples used for SRS analysis were cut, 
deparaffinized, and rehydrated for MORO staining, which binds specifically 
to the silicone polymers because of hydrophobic interactions27. Hematoxylin 
was subsequently used as a counterstain. Following evaluation of the stained 
tissue sections, several samples were selected for TEM and EDX analysis to 
verify the MORO staining for quality and specificity.

A selected area of the paraffin block, positive in the MORO staining, was 
embedded in Epon (embedding epoxy resin) for electron microscopy. Semi- and 
ultrathin sections were obtained with a Leica ultramicrotome. Semi-thin 1 μm 
tissue sections were stained with toluidine blue for light microscopical inves-
tigation. After further selection, 90 nm ultrathin sections were cut, addition-
ally contrasted with 4% uranyl acetate/lead citrate, and examined by electron 
microscopy. Uncontrasted 200 nm ultra-thin sections were used for EDX. The 

5
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samples were studied with a Jeol (JEM-1200 EX II TEM/STEM) transmission/
scanning electron microscope operating at 64 kV with EDX equipment.

Silicone content evaluation & statistical analysis
After the slides were processed, both a traditional qualitative assessment 

and semiquantitative scoring for positivity were carried out visually and inde-
pendently by two authors for both methods. Samples were scored according 
to the amount of silicone and the level of silicone spread within the tissue, as 
no silicone, localized, intermediately spread/dispersed, heavily dispersed (-, 
+, ++, +++).

For quantitative analysis of the SRS measurements, the silicone content 
in the tissues was determined with the Image segmentation app in MATLAB 
2020a. The ratio of the positive silicone area relative to the tissue area measured 
area is expressed in parts per million (ppm).

For quantitative analysis of the MORO analyzed slides, whole-slide images 
were acquired at 20x, 0.5 µm/pixel resolution, using the Vectra Polaris scanner 
(Akoya Biosciences, Marlborough, USA) in bright-field mode. The density of 
silicon particles was analyzed using QuPath Software 0.2.3 by an automated 
pixel classifier using the artificial neural network model33. Regions (250.000 
µm2) from multiple samples were used to train the classifier. In all whole-slide 
images, a region was created meticulously surrounding the sample. The clas-
sifier was subsequently used to analyze all samples, creating a ratio for the 
positive area relative to the total measured area in ppm.

Both the semi-quantitative and the quantitative results of SRS and MORO 
analysis were statistically evaluated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for 
paired samples. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered significant. For the 
quantified variables descriptive statistics were calculated. All statistics were 
performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 26.0).
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RESULTS

In total, 11 patients and 22 capsules were included. Patient characteristics at 
baseline are shown in table 1. The mean duration of implantation was 156 
months. There were three implant tears observed at the time of explantation 
on the Baker-IV side and one on a Baker-I side (Table 2). One patient underwent 
the explantation procedure because of recurrent CC (patient 11). All implants 
were high-cohesive gel silicone implants. There were no postoperative compli-
cations, such as hematoma or infection.

The general morphology of the capsules obtained from this patient group 
has been described earlier28. In short; a large diversity between capsules of 
different patients and Baker grades I and IV was observed. Baker-IV capsules 
were significantly thicker and had a higher cell density compared to Baker-I 
capsules. All capsules were organized in multiple layers with the Baker-I cap-
sules showing more synovial metaplasia-like layers (8/11 vs. 2/11).

SRS imaging shows increased silicone content in Baker-IV compared to 
Baker-I capsules

Based on visual grading, capsules obtained from 9 of the 11 donors showed 
elevated amounts of silicone (table 2; semi-quantitative grading of images). 
Silicone was detected in only three of the Baker-I capsules, whereas silicone 
was detected in eight of the Baker-IV capsules. In all but one donor more sili-
cone was found in the Baker-IV capsule compared to the contra-lateral Baker-I 
capsule. In most Baker-IV capsules silicone was found dispersed throughout 
the capsule and was seen filling vacuoles (Figure 1; in green overlayed on H&E 
staining), whereas in Baker-I it was more focal or absent. Interestingly, in four of 
these capsules, a substantial increase in the amount of silicone was only found 
in the deeper sections of the capsule and was not found in the tissue directly 
bordering the implant (Figure 1, below, insets 2-3). The statistical evaluation of 
these semi-quantitative results shows a significant difference (p=0.019).

5
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1

2

2

3

3

1

Figure 1 Overview and details of two Baker IV capsules, H&E stained and examined using the 
SRS technique. Implant side upwards, silicone positivity overlayed with green.
Above: Capsule from patient 4, scoring ++ with a gradual dispersion throughout the capsule 
and with a magnification of a designated area (inset 1), showing several vacuoles near the 
implant side of the capsule.
Below: Capsule from patient 5, very high silicone detection, scoring +++. Dispersion throughout 
and especially in the deeper layers (inset 2) and distribution at the implant side shown with 
two big vacuoles and multiple smaller positive spots (inset3).

Next, the amount of silicone found was quantified and calculated in ppm rel-
ative area (Table 2). Again, a great variance can be seen between capsules and 
patients. While the Baker-IV capsules show comparative results in semi-quan-
titative assessment and quantitative analysis, discrepancies exist more in the 
Baker-I capsules probably due to the lower amounts of silicone found in the 
tissues. Quantitative SRS analysis between Baker-I and Baker-IV was not able to 
reject the null hypothesis (p=0.248). However, the relative amount of silicone in 
the tissue showed an inconclusive trend with a higher mean ppm for Baker-IV 
in comparison with Baker-I (1,475 vs 135 ppm, respectively).

MORO, TEM, and EDX show increased silicone content in Baker-IV com-
pared to Baker-I capsules

Silicone particles were detected with MORO staining in 5 out of 11 Baker-I 
capsules, while particles were found in all Baker-IV capsules (Table 2; Figure 
2). In line with the SRS analyzed tissue sections, there was a clear increase in 
the number of particles found in Baker-IV capsules in comparison with Bak-
er-I capsules. Similar to SRS, MORO staining resulted in five of the Baker-IV 
capsules showing a lot of positivity throughout the entire capsules (compare 
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Figure 2 above, Baker-I with below, Baker-IV). Like the SRS analysis, there was 
a dispersed pattern of positivity with a tendency to fill vacuoles or positivity 
in the general area of the vacuoles for most capsules (Figure 2, inset 1). Based 
on the light microscopy findings, the Baker-I capsule of patient 11 and the Bak-
er-IV capsule of patient 5 were selected for TEM/EDX and to confirm accurate 
staining of silicone for all samples (Figure 3). The Baker-I capsule from patient 
11 shows only small focal spots of positive staining. However, TEM/EDX did 
confirm that these small granules contain a lot of silicon-containing molecules, 
measuring 64,078 Si-counts (Figure 3, online supplementary material (OSM) 1, 
left). The Baker-IV capsule of patient 5 shows a lot of positivity in the MORO 
staining (+++) and an abundant amount of vacuoles. These were confirmed to 
contain very high counts of silicon, as the single vacuole in measuring point 014 
measured 718,378 Si-counts (Figure 3, OSM 1, right). The statistical evaluation of 
these semi-quantitative results shows a significant difference between Baker-I 
and Baker-IV capsules (p=0.006).

1

1
2

2

Figure 2 Overview and details of capsules Baker I & IV examined with the MORO technique. 
Implant side upwards, silicone positivity seen as a red dye.
Left: Baker I capsule from patient 11, scoring +. A small focal spot can be seen centrally in the 
image (arrow) at the implant side, while a larger focal spot is observed on the patient side of 
the capsule (arrowhead).
Middle: Baker IV capsule from patient 5, scoring +++ with a gradual dispersion throughout the 
capsule (inset 1) dispersed positivity and large vacuoles near the implant side of the capsule and 
large amounts of smaller granules in the deeper layers of the capsule (inset 2).

5
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1

Figure 3 Overview and details of capsules from Baker I & IV examined with TEM in combi-
nation with EDX

Left: TEM micrograph of the EDX measurement performed on the Baker I capsule from patient 
11, inset 1 showing focal measurement spot indicated with *. The measured point showed 64,078 
Si-counts.
Right: TEM micrograph of the EDX measurement performed on the Baker IV capsule from 
patient 5. The vacuole containing point 014 was measured to show 718,378 Si-counts.
Original microscopic magnifications figure left and right: resp. 5K and 12K. The graphs from 
both measurements are included in online supplementary material 1.

The quantification of these slides is in line with the other results in that they 
display a large variance between capsules and patients. The same incongruent 
pattern between semi-quantitative assessment and quantitative assessment 
can be seen here as well, again, especially for the Baker-I capsules. However, 
again there is a significant difference between Baker-I and Baker-IV capsules 
(p=0.026). Like in the SRS quantification, a higher mean ppm was seen here for 
Baker-IV in comparison with Baker-I (2,913 vs 369 ppm, respectively).

See Table 2 for descriptive statistics of non-parametric variables. No signif-
icant differences were found between the SRS and MORO techniques.
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DISCUSSION

The multitude of articles published about CC clearly shows that it is a multi-
faceted process. The aim of this study, therefore, was to correlate a CC severity 
score (the Baker score) with silicone found in the capsule surrounding the 
breast implant. In current studies describing modern breast implants, silicone 
release and its effects are missing. By utilizing material from patients suffering 
from unilateral complaints, donor variation can be eliminated comparing Bak-
er-I and Baker-IV. Here, we show that by using this concept a strong correlation 
is found between CC and the amount of silicone found in the capsule, which 
was proven to be a significant difference by two independent techniques (SRS 
and MORO). These results suggest that the increased deposition of silicone 
particles in the capsule is responsible for the extensive fibrotic capsule forma-
tion and contraction found in CC.

In asymptomatic capsule formation, macrophages and fibroblasts (among 
other cells) provide a foreign body response in which organized fibrous tissue 
layers form an initial capsule15. In these thin and supple (Baker-I) capsules, we 
previously demonstrated the presence of a synovial metaplasia-like inner layer, 
with a significantly lower presence in the Baker-IV capsules28. This inner layer 
may serve as a protective layer, allowing the body to return to a resting state34. 
In time and not in all patients, a secondary local process starts in which CC 
occurs. The amount of gel bleeding has been described to correlate with CC, 
indicative that the amount of silicone presented to the body plays a significant 
role35. In this collection, patients one, four, and five had an intra-operative tear 
on the Baker-IV side and patient eleven on the Baker-I side (Table 2). While the 
Baker-IV side of patient five scored high grades and silicone counts in both SRS 
and MORO analysis, this was not uniformly seen for patients one and four. The 
Baker-I capsule of patient eleven was positive for silicone, but so were other 
capsules in the Baker-I collection without torn implants. Therefore, the pres-
ence of a tear cannot explain completely our results. However, imaging studies 
have shown that patients often have torn implants before CC exists, suggesting 
the silicone leakage from the tear might be responsible for the CC reaction36. 

5
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Also, silicone has been shown to sweat or bleed from the implants and has 
been shown to contribute to capsular contracture35. Patient nine was scored a 
+ in MORO in Baker-I and a ++ in Baker-IV, the grade in SRS was the same. 
Objectified counts differed for these variables. As with all clinical studies, our 
capsule study showed a great variance (probably due to patient variation as well 
as the different techniques used) between some samples, so some comparisons 
between individual capsules might not always be in line with the results of the 
entire collection. CC is associated with increased numbers of cells commonly 
found in the foreign body reaction like T-cells, macrophages, fibroblasts, giant 
cells, and contractile myofibroblasts15,37–43. Taken together, this indicates that a 
secondary foreign body reaction seems to be responsible for CC. Variations 
in implant placement, pressure during day-to-day activities, and quality (shell 
integrity) could correlate to a variation in silicone leakage into the tissue and 
therefore capsule formation and contracture and could explain unilateral com-
plaints. It is notable that whereas most Baker-IV capsules show a generalized 
spread of silicone throughout, in some cases silicone was located primarily in 
the deeper regions of the capsule (away from the implant). Reasons for this are 
still unknown and require further investigation.

Modern techniques aid us in easy and automated quantification for both 
techniques used in this study. Although ‘hard numbers’ aid in a clear message, 
visual assessment is essential to obtain a more thorough analysis of the loca-
tion of silicone and the characteristics of the tissue, which is why in this study 
both approaches were performed. A traditional semi-quantitative assessment 
of images performed by a pathologist involves much more than just the amount 
of positivity in a staining. A large single positive area will cause a high spike 
in automated measuring programs, while an expert will consider the total dis-
tribution rather than just localized presence in the sample. The abundance of 
cells and dispersed silicone pattern in some of the Baker-IV capsules indicates 
a more thorough response by the body than just a large uniform amount of 
silicone would.

The different methods used to investigate silicone amounts in tissue sections 
may result in diverse results. The fluidity of silicone can influence the detection 
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of silicone content in capsules in multiple ways. While the deparaffinization 
step in tissue section preparation does not seem to influence the amount of 
silicone found, tissue preparation before that step might cause the silicone 
to leak out of the sample26. Silicone concentration in the capsule might be far 
from homogeneous, so the amount of silicone detected can be subject to sam-
pling error. This can explain the differences between the sample sets used for 
SRS and MORO since the histological slides were a few microns apart. As the 
surface area of a capsule is more than a thousand times larger than a regular 
histological slide, it would be extremely time-consuming to analyze the entire 
capsule. However, in future studies, it would be advisable to take a limited 
number of biopsies from random sites within the capsule.

The Baker classification used in our study to distinguish between affected 
and unaffected capsules is subjective and considered unreliable as a diagnostic 
tool44. It is, however, the most commonly and easily used tool in normal practice 
and does indicate complaints. Moreover, while used as a measure for capsular 
contracture, actual contracture is not measured. It’s more indicative of capsule 
thickening and hardening. Other tools, like high-definition ultrasound and 
MRI, can be considered to assess implant folds and deformation as a measure 
of contracture45,46.

The mean age of the implants (and so the capsules) is 156 months. However, 
age did not have a significant influence on the amount of silicone found in the 
capsules in this study (Table 2). For this group of patients, no advice on regular 
revision surgery existed. Currently, revision surgery is advised every 10-15 years, 
comparable with the timespan our patients had the implants47.

While this study shows a significant correlation between silicone content 
and CC, these results do not necessarily mean that the implants in women with 
Baker-I capsules do not lose silicone to the tissue over time. Future research 
could also include investigating the loss of silicone out of the tissue during 
the different processing steps, as we saw many empty vacuoles in our sam-
ples. Capsules obtained from saline implants exhibit comparable or higher 
CC rates compared to full silicone implants19,20. However, since only the shell is 
made from silicone these capsules are still interesting48. In a study using plasma 
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emission spectroscopy, silicon was found in these capsules, so further analysis 
with the visual histological properties used in this study would be of interest 
in further understanding this adverse effect49. Finally, confirmation in larger 
sample sizes seems a logical step as well as determining differences between 
implants in terms of silicone loss.

There used to be a time in which plastic surgeons told patients that silicone 
implants didn’t need to be renewed or removed, but this has been changing 
over the years47. If we consider silicone to be an essential factor in the develop-
ment of CC, the role of silicone as the dominant ingredient of breast implants 
should be questioned. At the very least new implants should deteriorate and 
leak silicone as little as possible.

CONCLUSIONS

In this intra-individual Baker-I vs. Baker-IV study, we show a significant correla-
tion between capsule silicone content and capsular contracture, with Baker-IV 
tissue containing more silicone than Baker-I. An extensive and continued for-
eign body response to silicone particles is probably responsible. Considering 
the widespread use of silicone in breast implants, these results are relevant to 
many women worldwide.
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Breast implants are frequently used in cosmetic and reconstructive breast 
surgery. Capsular contracture, the most common long-term complication, is 
usually graded using the Baker classification. Despite its widespread use, its 
reliability has never been established. The aim of this study was to determine 
the inter-observer reliability and agreement of the Baker classification.

Methods
Sixty women who had undergone cosmetic breast augmentation were includ-
ed. They were examined independently by two plastic surgeons from an ob-
server pool. The Baker score was determined, as well as firmness, dislocation, 
symmetry and pain using four-point scales. Patients were asked to complete 
the BREAST-Q post-augmentation module. The inter-observer reliability and 
agreement were calculated for all variables with a quadratic weighted Kappa.

Results
The inter-observer reliability of the Baker classification was poor (kappa: 0.55; 
95% CI 0.37-0.72). Inter-observer reliability of the clinical parameters firmness 
(0.64; 95%CI 0.49-0.79), dislocation (0.49; 95%CI 0.26-0.73) and symmetry (0.61; 
95%CI 0.34-0.88) were also poor. Pain scores seemed more reliable (0.72; 95%CI 
0.56-0.89), however, most patients had no pain. The inter-observer agreement 
for the Baker score was 48%, in 43% the observers differed one category. In 12% 
the difference was more than one category.

Conclusions
Inter-observer reliability and observer agreement of the Baker classification for 
capsular contracture were poor. Consensus about how to adequately rate the 
symptoms of capsular complaints is lacking. A more reliable method of mea-
surement or description is needed, especially for scientific research purposes, 
to assess the long term problems associated with breast implants.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast augmentation using implants is one of the most frequently performed 
cosmetic surgeries. Furthermore, the most used method of breast reconstruc-
tion is implant-based. In the Netherlands, about 3.3% of women have breast 
implants. Between 2015-2017, approximately 11 of the 60 thousand inserted 
breast implants, or 25% of the procedures were for reconstructive purposes in 
the Netherlands. Capsular contracture (CC) is reported as a common long-term 
complication associated with breast implants and is usually the primary reason 
for reoperation1. Reported incidences range from 0.6 to 17.4% for primary aug-
mentations and 21.1 to 47.7% for breast reconstructions2. Additionally, revision 
surgery in both groups is reported to result in a higher incidence of CC2.

After implantation of any implant, a host response is evoked, resulting in the 
formation of a fibrotic capsule around the prosthesis. This is part of a normal 
foreign body response. Normally, the fibrous tissue remains thin and supple 
and most patients do not experience any complaints. However, in an adverse 
course, the capsule may thicken, tighten or even contract. The type of implant, 
surgical technique, low-grade infection, and postoperative radiotherapy are 
factors described to be associated with capsular problems2. Clinically, these 
capsular changes can cause hardening of the breast or even deformation and 
may result in implant dislocation and asymmetry of the breasts. Some patients 
may experience tenderness or pain. The symptoms can occur in isolation or 
in any combination. Additionally, they can present at various timeframes after 
surgery and can progress at different rates. In other words, the presentation of 
capsular related complaints is very heterogeneous.

With the increasing popularity of breast implants over the last decennia, 
the number of patients with complaints attributed to pathological changes 
in the fibrous capsule has increased progressively. In medical literature, the 
concept of ‘capsular contracture’ is used as a generic term for the collation of 
capsule related complaints. With the recognition of these capsular problems 
related to breast implants, attempts were made to classify CC with regard to 
the severity of the symptoms. In 1978 Baker introduced a clinical classification 
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of CC for the first time. His original classification is still the most widely used 
and generally accepted3. It uses a four-point scale ranging from grade I (natural) 
to grade IV (severe contracture) (Table 1a). Notably, the scale does not specify 
how this contracture presents. The classification was later modified by Spear 
and Baker to accommodate for the reconstructed breast by adding sublevels I-A 
and I-B4. The Baker score is used in research settings to report incidence rates 
of CC in studies on the performance of implants or surgical techniques5–7, and 
it is used in more fundamental research in which clinical data (Baker scores) 
are correlated with biomedical data (e.g. histology, immunologic data)8. The 
classification is frequently used for clinical diagnoses in individual patients. In 
the Netherlands, reimbursement even depends on this classification; the CC 
should be classified as severe with a Baker-IV score in order to obtain (partial) 
reimbursement by the health insurers for surgical treatment. Pain is one of the 
factors deemed necessary for this reimbursement. While pain was not origi-
nally included in the Baker classification, pain has found its way into various 
published versions of the Baker classification published in journals and online 
(Table 1b). It is unclear when pain exactly appeared in the classification. Since 
pain can be found in multiple versions of the Baker classification, it seems that 
many authors consider pain to be essential to grade CC. Yet, it is remarkable 
that so many different versions of one classification exist.

In spite of its wide use, the reliability of the Baker classification has not yet 
been established. The aim of this study, therefore, was to determine the reli-
ability of the Baker classification by determining the interobserver reliability 
and observer agreement of the Baker classification. In addition, the interob-
server reliability of rating the separate clinical symptoms associated with CC 
was determined.
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Table 1a: Baker classification of capsular contracture after augmentation mammoplasty

Class I Breast absolutely natural, no one could tell breast was augmented

Class II Minimal contracture; I can tell surgery was performed, but patient has no 
complaint

Class III Moderate contracture; patient feels some firmness

Class IV Severe contracture; obvious just from observation

Table 1b: The Baker classification as presented in various media

Grading of capsular contracture *

Grade 1: Grade one capsular contracture is asymptomatic (producing or showing no 
symptoms). The formation of scar tissue around the implant does not interfere 
with the size, shape or texture of the breasts. The breasts look natural and 
remain soft to the touch.

Grade 2: Grade two capsular contracture usually presents itself with only minor cosmetic 
symptoms. The breasts will usually appear normal in shape but feel somewhat 
firm to the touch.

Grade 3: Grade three capsular contracture presents itself with obvious cosmetic 
symptoms. The breasts will be firm to the touch and appear abnormal, e.g., they 
will be overly round, hard-looking and the nipples may be misshapen. However, 
this grade of capsular contraction often doesn’t cause much (if any) pain.

Grade 4: Like grade three capsular contracture, grade four capsular contracture causes 
the breasts to become hard and misshapen. Patients with grade four capsular 
contracture also experience breast soreness; their breasts will often be tender 
and painful to the touch

Baker classification ** Baker classified capsular contracture: ***

I soft Grade I the augmented breast feels as soft 
as an unoperated one.

II minimal, implant palpable, 
not visible

Grade II minimal—implant palpable, but 
not visible.

III moderate, palpable and 
visible

Grade III moderate—implant easily palpable, 
and it (or distortion from it) is 
visible.

IV sever, hard, painful with 
distortion

Grade IV severe—the breast is hard, tender, 
painful and cold. Distortion is often 
marked

Different Baker classifications from various sources, showing a large heterogeneity and discrepancy 
with the original classification; * from the website of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons12, ** from 
the a-z of plastic surgery14, *** from Key Notes on Plastic Surgery: Second Edition13.

6
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study population
This was a cross-sectional observational multi-center study. Women who had 
undergone breast augmentation surgery >5 years prior to inclusion and without 
a history of breast malignancy were eligible to participate in this study. The 
protocol was approved by the institutional review board at each study center. 
All patients provided written informed consent. The study was performed in 
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and guidelines for Good Clinical 
Practice.

Study procedure
Eligible patients were recruited via two routes: 1) patients who underwent breast 
augmentation >5 years previously were identified from the hospital records and 
invited by phone to partake, 2) eligible patients who visited the outpatient clinic 
visit for complaints related to the breast implant were asked to participate. 
After providing informed consent patients were invited to the outpatient clinic.

Seven plastic surgeons with ample experience in breast surgery and who 
use the Baker classification in daily practice were asked to participate in the 
observer pool. Plastic surgeons were handed out the official Baker classifica-
tion on paper and were instructed to classify CC as they would do in clini-
cal practice. At the clinic, the patient’s breasts were examined independently 
by two surgeons from the pool of observers. Breasts were scored according 
to the Baker classification and separately scored for the symptoms associat-
ed with CC. Patients were also asked to complete a questionnaire pertaining 
to the post-augmentation quality of life, the Dutch version of the BREAST-Q 
post-augmentation module. The BREAST-Q is a comprehensive patient-report-
ed outcome measure (PROM), which evaluates satisfaction with breasts and 
impact on quality of life. It includes questions about symptoms, appearance 
and satisfaction. It specifically asks for visible and sensible complaints about 
softness of the implants and pain.
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Outcomes
The main outcome was the Baker classification for capsular contraction (Table 
1a). Additional outcomes were a) firmness of the breast, b) dislocation of the 
implant, c) pain and d) symmetry. Each of these outcomes was scored using a 
4-point Likert scale for the left and right breast separately, except for d) sym-
metry, which was scored comparing both breasts. For each of these measures, 
the inter-observer reliability and the observer agreements were determined. A 
summed score of the items a)+b)+c) was used to test the intra-observer validity 
by correlating the Baker score with this summed score.

Additional outcomes were demographic data (age, date of augmentation and 
if applicable revision surgery and implant type and size) and patient-reported 
outcomes (BREAST-Q post–augmentation module).

Statistical analysis
A minimal sample size of 50 patients was estimated. This was based on a repeat-
ed measurement with two independent observers and a desired 95% confidence 
interval of 0.1 for an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.89. To establish a 
safe margin, a target sample size of 60 participants was decided on. Descriptive 
statistics were used for all variables. Inter-observer reliability was determined 
by calculating the weighted kappa scores for the Baker classification and the 
individual clinical parameters using a quadratic weighting with VassarStats 
online statistical software10. For the cumulative clinical parameter scores, the 
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) based on one-way ANOVA was calcu-
lated11. Observer agreement was calculated for all parameters which were rated 
using a 4-point scale. To correlate observer and patient opinion, Pearson cor-
relation coefficients were calculated between observer scores (Baker score and 
the summed item score) and PROMs (Breast-Q post-augmentation module 
domains and question 1h which specifically asks for symmetry). All statistics 
were calculated using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0).

6
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RESULTS

Patient characteristics
Between 2017 and 2018, 60 patients were included in this cross-sectional study. 
Relevant patient characteristics are shown in Table 2. Nearly all (n=55, 92%) 
patients had received some type of silicone implant, the others had received 
Monobloc implants, with a silicone shell and hydrogel filling. Sixteen patients 
(27%) did not know what their implant size was. Three women had undergone 
one-sided augmentation, symmetry was not evaluated in those cases. Out of 
all patients, 35% had already undergone revision surgery, 13% more than once 
(Table 2).

Table 2: Patient characteristics (n=60)

Age (years) mean (SD) 49 (11)

Type of prosthesis

Silicone n (%) 55 (92)

Other (monobloc) n (%) 5 (8)

Size in cc (n=44, 73%) mean (SD) 307 (88)

One-sided augmentation n (%) 3 (1.6)

Revision surgery n (%) 21 (35)

 More than once n (%) 8 (13)

SD = standard deviation, cc = cubic centimeter

Baker score and separate symptom scores
An overview of the distribution of all scored parameters on the used 4-point 
Likert scales is given in Figure 1. Baker score, firmness, dislocation, and pain 
were scored per breast while symmetry was scored based on both. For all pa-
rameters, data are skewed, with a higher prevalence for lower symptomatic 
values. This was especially true for pain, which was scored 166 times as I (no 
pain) and only 6 times as IV (much pain).
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Figure 1: distribution of scored characteristics
Distribution of scored characteristics by all observers. Each breast was scored for all parameters 
except symmetry which was based on both breasts. It shows a skewed distribution towards 
fewer symptoms for most women.

Inter-observer agreement and reliability and intra-observer validity.
Inter-observer reliability and observer agreement are presented in Table 3 for 
all parameters. For the Baker score, the inter-observer reliability is rather low 
(Kappa = 0.55). The observer agreement is also low, with the same score given 
in only 48% of breasts. In 41% of cases, observers differ by one category while in 
11% of cases they differ by two or more categories. Similar outcomes are found 
for the individual symptoms. The highest agreement is met when rating pain. 
However, it should be noted that 64% of cases this agreement was reached on 
having no pain (scoring I by both observers). From the BREAST-Q, domains 
1 (satisfaction with breasts) and 5 (physical well-being) correlated weakly to 
moderately with the given Baker scores and the cumulative clinical parameter 
score (Pearson r between 0.295 and 0.393, Table 4). The symmetry parameter 
correlated weakly (Pearson r = -0.223) with question 1H of the BREAST-Q, which 
specifically asks the patient to evaluate the symmetry of her breasts. There was 
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a good correlation between the cumulative scores and the Baker score given by 
the same observer (Pearson r = 0.84), indicating that the intra-observer rating 
of CC is consistent.

Table 3: Inter-observer reliability and observer agreement. Observer agreement indicates the 
percentage of cases in which observers rate equally, observer agreement ± 1 indicates the 
percentage of cases in which there is maximally one level difference between observers.

Inter-observer reliability Observer 
Agreement

Observer
Agreement ±1kappa (95% CI)

Baker 0.55 (0.37, 0.72) 48%  89%

a) Firmness 0.64 (0.49, 0.79) 55% 92%

b) Dislocation 0.49 (0.26, 0.73) 61% 91%

c) Pain 0.72 (0.56, 0.89) 75% 97%

Symmetry 0.61 (0.34, 0.88) 52% 97%

ICC (95% CI)

Summed Item Score (a+b+c) 0.72 (0.62, 0.80)

All kappa values were calculated using quadratic weighting.
ICC = intra class correlation coefficient; CI = confidence interval.

Table 4: correlation of Baker score with BreastQ

BreastQ1 (p) BreastQ5 (p) BreastQ1h (p)

Baker score
(average all observers)

-0.295 (0.001) -0.368 (0.000)

Cumulative score (average all observers) -0.393 (0.000) -0.324 (0.000)

Symmetry
(average all observers)

-0.223 (0.017)

Pearson correlation coefficients with (p) between Baker and cumulative clinical parameter scores given 
and the BREAST-Q, domains 1 (satisfaction with breasts) and 5 (physical well-being), and between the 
observed symmetry and question 1h of the BREAST-Q which specifically asks for symmetry.
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DISCUSSION

This study aimed to assess the inter-observer reliability of the Baker classifica-
tion for capsular contracture, a well-established tool for grading CC in clinical 
practice as well as in research. We found that the inter-observer reliability was 
quite poor, as was the inter-observer agreement. In the majority of cases, the 
given Baker classification differed between the two observers and in 11% even 
more than one level.

The diverse presentation of (local) problems associated with breast implants 
is well-known by all plastic surgeons dealing with these implants. Most of these 
problems are collectively referred to as CC and graded using the Baker classi-
fication. Although widely accepted, the Baker classification is inconsistently 
defined in both reference works and in scientific literature2,12–14. Several other 
methods and classifications have been proposed over the years. All, excluding 
applanation tonometry, are four-point Likert scales similar to the Baker classi-
fication, with similar generic descriptions15–18. The reliability of these classifica-
tions has not been assessed, nor have they gained broad support. Applanation 
tonometry is used in various studies to evaluate breast soft- or hardness and 
could be used to measure that one aspect of capsular related complaints more 
reliably. It has gained limited usage in daily clinical practice and has been 
described as unreliable when comparing differently shaped implants, which 
would severely limit its use in daily clinical practice19,20.

It may be expected that grading the severity of problems with a very diverse 
presentation, on a single ordinal scale, poses a challenge. This was shown to 
be the case. To address this challenge, plastic surgeons in this study were also 
asked to separately grade the main symptoms associated with CC; firmness, 
dislocation pain and asymmetry. Remarkably, rating these specific symptoms 
by plastic surgeons also proved unreliable. Although there is a notion among 
plastic surgeons of the concept of CC and its symptoms, these ideas do not 
seem to match. Within the individual surgeon, a consistent rating of symptoms 
and the Baker score exists, but between surgeons, it seems that no consensus 
exists on what “firmness” or “dislocation” exactly are, or when either of those 
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symptoms are mild, severe or normal. In order to categorize these symptoms 
reliably, we need to reach consensus on the interpretation of symptoms. This 
may be achieved by describing these symptoms in more detail. We propose to 
describe the symptoms of (local) breast implant-related complaints separate-
ly, using a more qualitative approach. We suggest that using more qualitative 
descriptions will result in clearer communication and better comparability.

This qualitative approach should include and discriminate between physical 
findings such as firmness, dislocation and symmetry and experienced symp-
toms like pain or tenderness. We propose to refer to these complaints as ‘breast 
implant-related complaints’. We purposefully use the term ‘breast implant-re-
lated complaints’, because the presence of actual capsular abnormalities can 
only be established by operating the breast.

In order to improve the assessment of implant-related complaints, it is im-
portant to bear in mind the purpose of the classification. The Baker classi-
fication is broadly used for two main purposes: clinical and scientific. First 
and foremost it is used by health care professionals in clinical practice; i.e. to 
assess capsular complaints in individual patients, decide whether intervention 
surgery is necessary, and to exchange this information between colleagues. 
A clearer definition of symptoms may be helpful, especially with regard to 
communication between healthcare professionals. Yet, intervention remains a 
very personal preference for both patient and surgeon and depends on many 
factors. Therefore, we propose to refrain from labeling a certain grade as an 
indication for surgery.

Secondly, the Baker classification is used in scientific research. Many studies 
aim to compare different surgical methods or implant materials in breast im-
plant procedures with regard to their long-term complication rate. When the 
measurement of CC is unreliable, this poses a major problem. For this purpose, 
a more reliable way of describing the presence and severity of the collation 
of problems associated with CC is warranted. Our expectation is that better 
definitions and more consensus on how these symptoms are described and 
classified, will improve reliability. Future exploratory studies are necessary to 
prove this. For scientific research, in particular, it is necessary that each study 
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describes the classification they used to conduct their research in detail and 
to use multiple observers.

The main reason why the Baker classification has become so popular is 
probably because it is simple. In creating a new method of classifying breast im-
plant-related complaints a choice will have to be made between a more simple, 
clinical oriented classification, or a more extensive, descriptive classification. In 
both cases, a clear consensus and instructions are needed to improve reliability. 
The more descriptive measure will probably be more complex, needing more 
training and consensus to achieve good reproducibility. The latter is could, 
therefore, be less applicable in daily clinical practice.

This study has several strengths and limitations. In this study, no extensive 
instruction on grading using the Baker classification was given beforehand. All 
participating surgeons were familiar with the classification and use it in daily 
practice. In the study setup, it was decided to conduct the scoring as it is being 
performed in normal practice. Surgeons will have used the classification as they 
have been taught, possibly influenced by their personal experience since then. 
Providing extensive instructions might, therefore, improve the agreement. Not 
all grades of the Baker classification were equally represented in the popula-
tion. In our population, women with no/few symptoms were overrepresented. 
Although this is a representation of the prevalence of CC, for the sake of as-
sessing reliability a less skewed distribution might have been preferable. Each 
patient was rated by two observers from a pool of seven observers. Therefore, 
we cannot assess whether systematic differences existed between the observers. 
On the other hand, multiple observers mimic clinical practice and the results 
are more representative of all plastic surgeons than if only two observers had 
rated all patients.

6
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the inter-observer reliability of the Baker classification for 
capsular contracture is poor. Although there is a general notion of what capsu-
lar complaints are (i.e. dislocation, firmness, asymmetry and pain), individual 
plastic surgeons have different interpretations about what these symptoms 
entail and how to grade their severity. A more reliable method of measurement 
or description is needed, especially for scientific research purposes.
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T Unpredictable hypertrophic scarring (HS) occurs after approximately 35% of 
all surgical procedures and causes significant physical and psychological com-
plaints. Parallel to the need to understanding the mechanisms underlying HS 
formation, a prognostic tool is needed.

The objective was to determine whether (systemic) immunological differ-
ences exist between patients who develop HS and those who develop nor-
motrophic scars (NS) and to assess whether those differences can be used to 
identify patients prone to developing HS.

A prospective cohort study with NS and HS groups in which i) cytokine 
release by peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and ii) the irritation 
threshold (IT) after an irritant (sodium lauryl sulphate) patch test was evalu-
ated.

Univariate regression analysis of PBMC cytokine secretion showed 
that low MCP-1, IL-8, IL-18 and IL-23 levels have a strong correlation with 
HS (p<0.010-0.004; AUC= 0.790-0.883). Notably, combinations of two or 
three cytokines (TNF-a, MCP-1and IL-23; AUC: 0.942, Nagelkerke R2: 0.727) 
showed an improved AUC indicating a better correlation with HS than 
single cytokine analysis. These combination models produce good prog-
nostic results over a broad probability range (sensitivity: 93.8%, specifici-
ty 86.7%, accuracy 90,25% between probability 0.3 and 0.7). Furthermore, 
the HS group had a lower IT than the NS group and an accuracy of 68%.

In conclusion, very fundamental immunological differences exist between in-
dividuals who develop HS and those who do not. Whereas the cytokine assay 
forms the basis of a predictive prognostic test for HS formation, the less in-
vasive, easily performed irritant skin patch test is more accessible for daily 
practice.

Trial registration https://www.toetsingonline.nl, number NL40722.029.13
Key Words: skin, wound healing, inflammation, cytokine, prognosti
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INTRODUCTION

Hypertrophic scarring is one of the most common complications of all sur-
geries. It is estimated that about 35% of surgical skin wounds heal with a hy-
pertrophic scar (HS)1. Patients often experience a loss of quality of life due to 
physical or psychological complaints, especially when the scar is positioned 
over a joint2,3. Hypertrophic scarring is defined as a scar raised above the skin 
level because of excessive collagen deposition resulting in a scar that is thick, 
non-pliable, itchy and painful4. As opposed to a keloid, a hypertrophic scar 
remains within the confines of the wound. It is thought that the pathologi-
cal mechanisms of these aberrant scars differ, subsequently the way they are 
managed also differs3,5–8. Much research has been focussed on discovering the 
pathophysiology of these scars and treatment modalities. Parallel to the need to 
know the processes underlying HS formation, there is a need for a prognostic 
tool. This would have great value in the clinic, as an early start of treatment 
is preferred in HS6. Being able to predict who is at risk to develop HS before 
going into surgery can help to prevent significant patient comorbidity and loss 
of quality of life as well as enabling better expectation management. In the case 
of elective, and in particular aesthetic surgery, patients and surgeons might 
choose to opt-out of surgery when the benefit of the concerned procedure does 
not outweigh the chance of developing HS.

Many risk factors, like wound location, tension and mechanical loading, 
young age and bacterial colonization, have been identified for the development 
of HS3,8–10. However, it is still unknown why one individual will develop an HS 
after surgery whereas another will not7,9. The immune system is increasingly 
seen as essential in answering the questions surrounding HS formation11. HS 
formation is associated with increased numbers of inflammatory cells like mast 
cells and epidermal Langerhans cells and increased levels of cytokines like 
IL-47,12,13. Lower levels of cytokines within the wound and scar area, such as 
IL-1α, IL-6, IL-8, and CXCL-8 suggest a reduced inflammatory response may 
be responsible14,15. Considering the pivotal role of blood-derived mononuclear 
cells (e.g. monocytes and lymphocytes) in regulating the early inflammatory 
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phase once these cells infiltrate the wound bed13,16, a systemic origin of the 
early immunological differences between normal scars (NS) and HS should 
be considered. Such a difference would provide both prognostic markers and 
targets for the development of therapeutic agents.

Notably, many of the cytokines which are regulated in the skin during HS 
formation are also released during skin irritation, which can be seen as mi-
crotrauma15,17. Skin irritation, and thus the induction of an innate immune re-
sponse, can easily be tested by determining the irritation threshold (IT) of a top-
ically applied substance. It has been described that a range of ITs exists within 
a group of people with regards to their responsiveness to topically applied 
sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) in a patch test18. Therefore, assuming a different 
(early) immune response between NS and HS formers, it would seem logical 
to hypothesize that the IT could be a discriminating factor between these two 
groups as well, and it could then subsequently be used as a predictive tool. De-
termining the skin IT by means of a patch test with an irritant is a non-invasive, 
easily applicable test with low intra-individual variation19,20.

Considering this background, a prospective cohort study was performed 
with both an NS and HS group in which both the IT after an irritant SLS 
patch test and cytokine release by peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) 
were evaluated. Furthermore, transepidermal water loss (TEWL) and cyto-
kines present within stratum corneum tape strips obtained from the patch 
test sites were assessed. Cytokine bead-based immunoassays for analysing 
samples were chosen after considering which cytokines would be expected 
to be secreted from PBMCs and which may be expected to be detectable from 
stratum corneum tape strips. As an example, this was based on our previous 
research where we showed that MCP-1 is only secreted at very low levels by 
epidermal keratinocytes but was secreted in high levels by monocytes21. This 
study aimed to determine whether (systemic) immunological differences exist 
between patients who develop HS and those who develop normotrophic scars 
(NS) and to assess whether those differences can be used to identify patients 
prone to developing HS.
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MATERIALS & METHODS

Patient inclusion
Between 2014 and 2016, 31 patients were included in this prospective obser-
vational cohort study (see flow-chart depicting the inclusion, supplement 
figure 1). This study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Hel-
sinki and the guidelines for Good Clinical Practice. The independent medical 
ethics review boards of the participating hospitals approved the study protocol 
(https://www.toetsingonline.nl, number NL40722.029.13). Written informed con-
sent was obtained from all participants. All patients volunteered to participate 
in this study and were healthy, adult females who had undergone reduction 
mammoplasty more than 5 months (average 11 months) prior to inclusion. The 
mammoplasty scars were evaluated in this study. Patients were excluded if their 
skin type, skin condition, medical treatment or unwillingness to adhere to life 
rules during the study would impede the results of patch testing (table 1a). After 
physical examination by an experienced plastic surgeon (FBN) the volunteers 
were divided into an NS group and an HS group, assigned a patient number 
for subsequent anonymized (blinded; not performed by FBN) data processing 
of IT, peripheral blood and TEWL, and baseline characteristics were collected 
(table 1b). Scars were scored normotrophic if they were flat at the level of the 
surrounding tissue and coloured like the surrounding tissue. Scars were consid-
ered hypertrophic when red and raised at least 2 mm above the skin level. All 
mammoplasty procedures were performed in a standard fashion. The surgical 
wounds were closed in layers with the cutaneous closure using absorbable 
intra-cutaneous suture material.

7
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Table 1.

a. Exclusion criteria & Life rules

Fitzpatrick photo skin type V and VI

Skin disease, e.g. psoriasis, pemphigus vulgaris etc.

Skin lesions, tattoos or substantial hair growth patch test site

NS group: thickening of scars at any time after surgery

Pregnancy/lactation during the first two years post-operatively or the patch test

Topical immunosuppressive treatment of the upper arm in the last 7 days before the 
patch test

Application of skin lotions/ointments on the upper arm in the last 6 weeks before the 
patch test

Considerable exposure of the upper arm to UVR in the last 14 days before the patch test

Systemic antibiotic treatment in the last 2 week before patch test

Systemic immunosuppressive treatment during the first two years after surgery or in 
the last 6 months before the patch test

Immunological disorders: infectious disease, immune deficiencies, auto-immune 
disorders

Alcohol or drug abuse

Smoking during the first two post-operative years

ASA classification 3 or higher

Participation in another clinical study

Performing physical activities which cause heavy sweating, sauna, swimming or 
extreme showers or baths during the study

b. Patient characteristics
NS (n=15) HS (n=16)

Age (years) 50 (10) 48 (8)

BMI (kg/m²) 25.5 (3.3) 27.7 (4.0)

HS at other site 1/15 2/16

Atopic 67% 75%

Past smoker 42% 40%

Fitzpatrick I 0 1

skin type II 6 5

III 6 6

IV 3 4

V 0 0

VI 0 0
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Table 1. Continued
c. Visual grading scale for irritation

Score Irritation reaction

0 No visible reaction

1 Tobacco paper-like appearance, no erythema

2 Slight patchy erythema

3 Homogeneous erythema

4 Erythema with oedema

5 Erythema, oedema and vesicles/bulla

a) exclusion criteria and life rules. b) Patient characteristics at inclusion. Mean or percentage +/- SD 
(standard deviation) is shown. c) Visual grading scale for irritation adopted from Basketter et al23.

Cytokine secretion profile of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated from blood collect-
ed at inclusion using Lymphopreptm (Stemcell Technologies; Cambridge, UK) 
according to manufacturers’ instructions. Cells were frozen in liquid nitrogen 
until use. PBMC were thawed and cultured in Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s 
Medium (IMDM) with 1 % penicillin/streptomycin; 1 % glutamine (100 mM) 
and 5 mM B-mercaptoethanol at 37° Celsius at 5 % CO2. In a 96 well plate 2 
x105 PBMC were seeded per well and stimulated with 0, 1, 3.3 or 10 mg/ml lipo-
polysaccharide (LPS) from Porphyromonas Gingivalis (LPS-PG, InvivoGen, 
Toulouse, France) for 48 hours. LPS was chosen in this study as it is frequently 
used as a positive control when testing substances which may stimulate an 
immune response in PBMCs, since being of bacterial origin it stimulates the 
innate and adaptive immune systems21,22. Plates were centrifuged at 300 g for 
5 minutes and the supernatant was harvested and stored at -20° Celsius. The 
supernatant was analyzed using a bead-based immunoassay from Biolegend 
legendplex (BioLegend, San Diego, CA., USA). The human inflammation panel 
(IL-1β, IFN-α2, IFN-γ, TNF-α, MCP-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-17A, IL-18, 
IL-23, and IL-33) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sam-
ples were diluted by a factor of 50.

7
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SLS irritation patch testing
Patch testing was performed on the non-dominant upper arm with the appli-
cation of the contact irritant sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS)(0%, 0.25%, 0.5%, 
1% and 2% in water). SLS is used routinely in skin patch tests in both research 
and clinical practice since it penetrates the stratum corneum, as opposed to 
LPS which is a large bacterial membrane molecule. Van der Bend® patch test 
chambers on Fixomull® tape were filled with 20 μl of test solution. The patch 
was removed 48 hours later by the participants themselves. On day four, the 
test was assessed by an experienced dermatologist (TR). The lowest concen-
tration of SLS which induces an irritation reaction is the IT. The amount of 
irritation is graded using the visual grading scale for irritation (table 1c)23. The 
percentage of SLS and the corresponding patch test gradings between the NS 
and HS group were then processed using ROC analysis to determine which 
percentage of SLS could best discriminate between the two groups in the test.

Furthermore, non-invasive measurement of transepidermal water loss 
(TEWL) by means of a TEWAmeter® (TM300; Courage & Khazaka, Cologne, 
Germany) was performed on the patch test sites to assess skin barrier disrup-
tion, which is a parameter for skin irritation16. TEWL was performed following 
established guidelines, with the patient resting for 10 minutes in a room free of 
excessive draughts, and stable temperature and moisture16. Two readings (in g/
m2h) were taken from normal skin on the arm and each of the patch test sites24. 
Measurement of skin redness by means of a DermaSpectrometer® (Cortex 
Technology, Hadsund, Denmark) was performed25. The probe was placed on 
the skin and the erythema index (E=100×log(intensity of reflected red light/
intensity of reflected green light) was determined as well as a melanin index 
(M=100×log(1/intensity of reflected red light). The E parameter is used for the 
evaluation of vascularisation and the M parameter for pigmentation. Stratum 
corneum was collected via tape-stripping of the patch test sites and was ana-
lyzed for cytokine secretion as explained in supplement figure 2.
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Statistical analysis
SLS patch test: it was expected that 70% of the HS group would have a high 
IT compared to 30% of the NS group. For clinical relevance, this means that 
patients with a high IT will have a 70% risk of hypertrophic scar formation. In 
practice, a high IT means that a person will respond with the same skin reaction 
to a higher dose of SLS compared to someone with a normal IT. A sample size 
of 30 patients per group was calculated. Thirty patients in each group would be 
enough to reject the null hypothesis that the probability of skin irritation for 
the two groups is equal with a probability (power) of 0.8. The type I error prob-
ability associated with this test of this null hypothesis is 0.05. After including 30 
patients an interim analysis was performed, and due to the ample significance 
in this analysis, the study was concluded. Two-way ANOVA followed by Sidak’s 
multiple comparisons test and ROC analysis were performed using GraphPad 
Prism version 7.00 for Windows, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA, 
www.graphpad.com. A p-value of <0,05 was considered statistically significant. 
This method of analysis gives a yes-no answer as to whether an individual is 
prone to developing a hypertrophic scar.

PBMC cytokine test: Two-way ANOVA was used for all cytokines, a p-value 
of <0,05 was considered statistically significant (GraphPad Prism). To form a 
prediction model on the PBMC data, binary logistic regression analysis was 
performed and a ROC curve calculated (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, 
Version 22.0). Single cytokine and cytokine combinations were analyzed in 
the same fashion. The data generated by measuring cytokine secretion facil-
itates this type of analysis. The advantage is that all data is retained in the 
analysis as opposed to setting a certain threshold. The disadvantage of this 
technique is that it means that the PBMC model and patch test model cannot 
be directly compared with each other. After individual analysis for each cy-
tokine, those with a large area under the curve (AUC) and significant p-value 
were selected to create combinations with optimum prognostic value. These 
combinations were filtered in a similar manner. The probability of a hyper-
trophic scar forming can then be calculated with the formula; 𝑝𝑝 = 1

1 + 𝜖𝜖!"# 

 
 

(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐	𝑥𝑥	𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1) + (𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐	𝑥𝑥	𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2) 

 where 
LP = constant + (coefficient x cytokine1) + (coefficient x cytokine2). The cytokine 
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input is either pg/ml or ng/ml. Internal validation procedures were used to 
represent how the model would perform in new patients and to compensate 
for overfitting of the model on the data (RStudio Team (2015) RStudio, Inc., 
Boston, MA).

RESULTS

Patient characteristics are shown in table 1b. NS was observed in 15 patients and 
HS in 16 patients. The baseline characteristics show two groups without large 
discrepancies. One outlier is a patient who developed a normotrophic scar at 
her mammoplasty site with a formerly hypertrophic scar elsewhere on her 
body (her knee) which was a flat scar at the moment of inclusion.

Differential cytokine secretion in hypertrophic scar compared to 
normotrophic scar patients

The secretion of TNF-α, MCP-1, IL-8, IL-18 and IL-23 by unstimulated PBMC 
was significantly lower in the HS group compared to the NS group (Figure 1). 
No significant difference in the secretion of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10 and IL-33 by un-
stimulated PBMCs was observed, while secretion of IFN-α2, IFN-γ, IL-12p70 
and IL-17A remained below the detection threshold of the assay.
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de Bakker et al. Figure 1

Figure 1. Cytokine secretion
Cytokine secretion by peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) after being cultured 
for 48 hours and stimulated with increasing concentrations of LPS. Normotrophic patients 
(n=15) = bars black, hypertrophic patients (n=16) = gray bars. Mean +/- SEM (standard error 
of the mean) is shown. A p-value of <0,05 was considered statistically significant.

In order to mimic an inflammatory response, PBMC were stimulated with LPS. 
An increase in secretion was observed for IL-1β, TNF-a, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10 and 
IL-33 in both NS and HS patients compared to unstimulated PBMC. The secre-
tion of IL-18 was unaltered in both groups whereas MCP-1 secretion decreased 
in both groups. IL-23 secretion decreased in a dose-dependent manner in the 
NS group after stimulation while secretion increased in the HS group until 
secretion from the NS and HS groups was at the same level at LPS 10 mg/ml 
stimulation (figure 1). Notably, for IL-6, IL-8 and IL-23, the fold increase com-
pared to unstimulated PBMC was greater in the HS group compared to the NS 
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group even though total protein remained lower in the HS group compared to 
the NS group (figure 1 and supplementary figure 3) e.g. 1 µg/ml LPS results in 
IL-6: 7.2 fold increase in NS group compared to 66.2 fold increase in HS group, 
IL-8: 1.7 fold increase in NS group compared to 3.3 fold increase in HS group 
and IL-23: 0.8 fold decrease in NS group compared to 56.5 fold increase in HS 
group at 2 µg/ml LPS.

Prediction model based on unstimulated PBMC cytokine secretion
The cytokine secretion by unstimulated PBMC was further used to develop a 
prediction model. The results of the univariate regression analysis of unstim-
ulated PBMC cytokine secretion are shown in table 2a. MCP-1, IL-8, IL-18, and 
IL-23 have a strongly significant correlation with HS (p<0.010-0.004). TNF-α, 
which was significant in 2-way ANOVA now showed a strong trend (p<0.060). 
All of the five cytokines showed a good area under the curve (AUC= 0.790-
0.883), confidence interval, odds ratio, and Nagelkerke R2 (see table 2b). Next, 
based on the merit of the AUC and p-values of the individual cytokines, all 
possible combinations of these five cytokines were analysed (table 2, supple-
mentary table 1). Notably, combinations of 2 cytokines (MCP-1 and IL-23; AUC: 
0.921, Nagelkerke R2: 0.703) or 3 cytokines (TNF-a, MCP-1and IL-23; AUC: 0.942, 
Nagelkerke R2: 0.727) showed clearly improved AUC indicating a better correla-
tion with HS than single cytokine analysis (table 2). As expected with these 
AUC values, these combination models produce excellent prognostic results (eg 
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy) over a broad probability range (sensitivity: 
93.8%, specificity 86.7%, accuracy 90,25% between probability 0.3 and 0.7) (table 
2c; supplement table 1 for all cytokines combinations). Combinations of more 
than three cytokines had no further added value.
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Prognostic characteristics of cytokine prediction models

MCP-1+IL23
Prob Sens Spec Acc FN FP PPV NPV

0.1 93.8 46.7 70.25 1 8 65.2 87.5

0.2 93.8 80 86.9 1 3 83.3 92.3

0.3 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.4 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.5 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.6 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.7 87.5 93.3 90.4 2 1 93.3 87.5

0.8 68.8 93.3 81.05 5 1 91.7 73.7

0.9 43.8 100 71.9 9 0 100 62.5

TNF-α +MCP-1+IL23
Prob Sens Spec Acc FN FP PPV NPV

0.1 93.8 46.7 70.25 1 8 65.2 87.5

0.2 93.8 66.7 80.25 1 5 75 90.9

0.3 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.4 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.5 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.6 93.8 86.7 90.25 1 2 88.2 92.9

0.7 93.8 93.3 93.55 1 1 93.8 93.3

0.8 62.5 93.3 77.9 6 1 90.3 70

0.9 43.8 100 71.9 9 0 100 62.5

a) Binary logistic regression analysis of unstimulated PBMC cytokine secretion after 48 hr culture 
identifies patients with a hypertrophic scar. MCP-1, IL-8, IL-18, IL-23 and TNF-α were selected to form 
stronger combinations on the merit of strong AUC and p value. b) Prognostic performance of cytokine 
combinations. Internal validation procedures were used to represent how the model would perform in 
new patients and to compensate for overfitting of the model on the data (RStudio Team (2015). RStudio, 
Inc., Boston, MA). See Materials and Methods, section Statistical Analysis. c) Prognostic characteristics 
of cytokine prediction models at increasing probability of developing a hypertrophic scar. Abbreviations 
and terms: OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; AUC, area under the curve; Ad., adjusted value after 
inter validation procedures; coefficient for the constant; Nagelkerke R2; prob, probability; sens, sensitivity; 
spec, specificity; acc, accuracy; FN, false negative; FP, false positive; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, 
negative predictive value.
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Prediction model based on irritation threshold
In both patient groups increasing visual erythema correlated to increasing 
SLS concentration with the dose-dependent increase in patch test score being 
greater for HS than for NS (figure 2a). Notably, the difference between NS and 
HS was significant for SLS 1% (p< 0.027; range patch test score: NS 0-3 vs HS 
1-4) and 2 % (p< 0.014; range patch test score: NS 0-4 vs HS 2-4) concentrations 
indicating that the HS group has a lower IT than the NS group (figure 2b). In 
figure 2b all visual erythema grading scale scores are visualized with a scatter 
plot. After ROC curve analysis following 2-way ANOVA, both 1% and 2% SLS 
showed good discriminatory characteristics when using a cut-off of ≥2 on the 
visual irritation scale. With a 1% SLS solution, sensitivity and specificity are 60 
%and 73% respectively, with an overall accuracy of 66.7%. Increasing the per-
centage to 2% results in higher sensitivity (80%) while lowering the specificity 
(46.7%), with an overall accuracy of 63.3%. The grading scores at concentrations 
of SLS lower than 1% were too similar between the two groups to be useful (see 
figure 2b). No significant difference was observed between the control (vehicle 
water) exposed sites of the NS and HS groups which both scored negative (0) 
according to the visual irritation grading scale (table 1c).

The normotrophic patient with a formerly hypertrophic scar on her knee 
interestingly had a non-conclusive score in both patch testing (scoring visual 
erythema grades of 2 for 1% and 3 for 2% SLS) as well as in the cytokine panel 
(lower than average for NS secretion of TNF-α (48.5 vs 249.5 pg/ml), MCP-1 
(120.0 vs 345.8 ng/ml), IL-6 (6.0 vs 59.1 ng/ml) and IL-8 (242.0 vs 811.5 ng/ml)).

In contrast to the visual irritation grading, neither the TEWL nor the der-
matospectrometry measurements were able to distinguish the HS from the NS 
group based on IT (supplement figure 2). Cytokines extracted from the stratum 
corneum also did not show significant differences between the two groups (see 
supplement figure 4).
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Figure 2: patch test results
a) Representative results of reaction to SLS patch testing in an HS and a NS patient. SLS 
concentrations of 0.25%, 0.5%, 1%, 2% and 0% in water. The duration of the patch test was 
48 hours and the readout was at 96 hours. Erythema grades given were 0 (0.25%, 1 (0.5%), 2 
(1%), 2(2%) and 0 (0%) for the NS patient and 2 (0.25%, 3 (0.5%), 4 (1%), 4 (2%) and 0 (0%) 
for the HS patient, see grading scale in Table 1.
b) Scatter plot with standard error of the mean (SEM) of all visual erythema grading scores of 
unexposed skin (U) and patch test sites exposed to percentage of SLS in water. Black bar = HS, 
gray bar= NS. Normotrophic patients (n=15) = bars black, hypertrophic patients (n=16) = gray 
bars. 2-way ANOVA performed in GraphPad Prism.
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DISCUSSION

Here we show that very fundamental immunological differences exist between 
individuals who develop HS and those who do not. More importantly, the sup-
pressed PBMC cytokine secretion observed in HS individuals compared to NS 
individuals is the basis of a novel predictive prognostic test for HT formation. 
The less invasive and easily performed irritant skin patch test showed a differ-
entiating induction response in HS individuals compared to NS individuals 
and therefore, provides a more accessible option for daily practice.

Of the 13 cytokines studied in the stimulated PBMC assay, 5 cytokines 
(TNF-α, MCP-1, IL-8, IL-18, and IL-23) had potential prognostic value due to 
the clearly lower levels detected in unstimulated PBMC cultures derived from 
HS individuals compared to NS individuals. These individual cytokines had, 
in logistic regression analysis, an AUC ranging from 0.796 - 0.883. When com-
bining these individual cytokines into a panel of two (MCP-1 and IL-23) or three 
(add TNF-α) cytokines, the AUC increased to 0.921 and 0.942 respectively, while 
the accuracy of these combinations was >90 % over a large range. All of these 
are excellent values for a prognostic tool.

Many studies implicate the roles of TNF-α, MCP-1, IL-6 and IL-8 in wound 
healing. MCP-1, IL-6 and IL-8 have been described to be a chemoattractant for 
monocytes and neutrophils which regulate the inflammatory phase of wound 
closure26,27. All four are mitogens and stimulate re-epithelialization28. In con-
trast, IL-18 and IL-23 are not well-known cytokines in wound regulation. IL-18 
has been associated with (cutaneous) inflammatory skin diseases like psoriasis, 
allergic contact dermatitis and atopic dermatitis29,30, in addition to keloid forma-
tion31. It is produced by keratinocytes and plays a key role in innate immunity 
and inflammasome activation although its role in wound healing has not yet 
been reported32. IL-23 is closely related to IL-18 and can be produced by acti-
vated macrophages and dendritic cells33, it has been linked to autoimmunity 
and is involved in the differentiation of Th17 cells32,34,35. In line with our current 
findings, we previously described a local suppressed inflammatory mRNA ex-
pression (TNF-α, IL-1α, IL-1RN, CCL2, CCL3, CXCL2, CXCR2, C3, and IL-10) 
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within the early healing wound and the young scar over a 52-week follow-up 
period as well as significantly lower concentrations of inflammatory proteins 
in the post-surgical wound site in hypertrophic scars15,36. This suggested a re-
duced inflammatory response which conflicted with the existing belief that 
HS is related to increased inflammation15,37,38. Despite the low basal cytokine 
secretion in HS individuals, when PBMCs were stimulated, the fold increase in 
IL-6, IL-8 and IL-23 cytokine secretion was greater than in NS individuals. IL-23 
is of particular interest as the HS group shows a 56.2 fold increase whereas the 
NS group actually shows a small 0.8 fold decrease. Importantly, this increase in 
secretion did not result in a higher absolute secretion compared to NS patients 
and would therefore still present as a reduced inflammatory response when 
comparing NS and HS directly. HS patients have in a resting state a lowered 
inflammatory cytokine profile, but upon triggering, a clear cytokine response 
is initiated. Further studies are required to determine whether the low basal 
cytokine secretion followed by a potential increased inflammatory reaction is 
also a contributory factor to HS formation.

Our finding that a functional difference of the immune system at a systemic 
level is an important factor in HS formation is a critically different approach to 
focussing on the biology within the local site of injury. While acknowledging 
risk factors like age and allergy status3,8–10, there is a group of individuals who are 
susceptible to developing HS despite these risk factors and who will be predis-
posed to develop HS regardless. The immune suppression which we describe in 
this study may now be considered as a potent risk factor. This further expands 
the puzzle of HS formation in which we know that injury in the deep dermis is 
predictive for HS development as well as the fact that scars are often partially 
hypertrophic and normotrophic39. Our results showed that both unstimulated 
and stimulated PBMCs from the HS group secreted lower amounts of IL-10 than 
the NS group. IL-10 is a potent anti-inflammation regulatory cytokine and has 
been described extensively in the context of hypertrophic scar formation and 
therefore has generated interest as a potential anti-scarring agent36,40. Although 
further research is required, these first results may provide a link between HS 
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formation and the more inflammatory irritation patch test result that was ob-
served in the HS group.

Although some of the results described in our study and the existing body 
of research seem contradictory, most of the current literature focusses on the 
local site of injury as opposed to these systemic processes41–44. Indeed a dif-
ferent population of immune cells are present in the skin (e.g. Langerhans 
Cells, macrophages and resident T cells) compared to their counterparts in 
the blood since immune cell plasticity and the influence of the micro-envi-
ronment determine immune cell phenotype and their cytokine secretome45. 
This may be the reason that we observe an increased inflammatory response 
in HS patients upon a localized skin irritant challenge and a decreased baseline 
cytokine secretion from PBMCs in the same HS group. This finding cannot be 
considered a discrepancy since two totally different stand-alone methods were 
used, one which assesses a local skin immune reaction and the other a systemic 
peripheral blood immune reaction. To our knowledge, there are no publica-
tions describing an irritant patch test response for other forms of fibrosis e.g. in 
keloid patients or the stimulation of keloid derived PBMCs with LPS. However, 
it has been described that IL-18 secretion was reduced in both unstimulated 
and LPS-stimulated monocytes from patients with atopic dermatitis46. This is 
an interesting subject for a follow-up study as it will indeed determine whether 
our observations are specific for HS patients or more general for fibrosis and 
other inflammatory skin diseases e.g. Rosacea, keratosis pilaris, eczema and 
psoriasis. Although, in the past, we have investigated IL-6 and IL-8 secretion 
from healthy and keloid derived monocytes and did not observe a decreased 
baseline secretion in the keloid monocytes47. Also, TNF-alpha and IL-6 have 
also been reported to be increased in LPS stimulated healthy PBMC48 although 
we only observed a moderate increase, and in contrast to our results, it has 
been described that LPS increases secretion of MCP-1 from PBMCs derived 
from healthy donors22. The expanding knowledge on the mechanisms of hy-
pertrophic scar formation would seem to indicate that it is an intricate process 
in which individual cells and cytokines act in both stimulatory and suppressive 
roles at certain moments over the entire course of scar maturation and therefore 
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this may also explain some of the discrepancies which we find with reports of 
others15,36. In our study, we only included mature NS and HS scars resulting 
from the same surgical intervention.

Although slightly less impressive, patch testing the skin with an irritant 
also resulted in clear differences between the NS and HS groups. It should be 
noted that this is a more subjective test, requiring an experienced dermatolo-
gist to assess the patch test sites. Based on earlier research describing cytokine 
mRNA expression in skin tissue biopsies, we had expected a higher IT, which 
would correlate with a suppressed local immune reaction to trauma in the HS 
group15,36. The fact that we observed a lower IT in HS individuals does, however, 
reflect the changes in the PBMC cytokine profiles where HS patients responded 
more substantially with a greater fold induction compared to NS individuals. 
Our patch test findings cannot be explained by HS individuals having an infe-
rior barrier function compared to NS individuals since cytokines isolated from 
stratum corneum tape strips, visual erythema and TEWL showed no significant 
differences, indicating that the difference originates deeper in the skin.

In this study, we describe two prognostic tests to determine whether an indi-
vidual may be prone to developing HS after surgery. The PBMC test reaches 93 
% accuracy, however, it is an invasive test that requires peripheral blood and ex-
pertise in cell culture and therefore is relatively time-consuming to implement 
into routine procedures. The patch test, whilst being slightly less accurate (63-68 
%) than the PBMC test has the advantage that it is minimally invasive and does 
not require a cell culture laboratory. However, it does require an experienced 
dermatologist to score the patch test. Further studies might well improve the 
accuracy and clinical usability of the patch test, e.g. by testing distinct more skin 
irritants, different concentrations and different time intervals49,50. Whereas both 
tests have their specific pros and cons, they do both provide easily accessible 
tools to estimate the chance of an individual developing HS after surgery. In 
addition to providing an option not to undergo surgery if it is not essential, 
extra attention can be given to patients at risk during and directly after sur-
gery e.g. by performing extra meticulous surgery and using reduced tension 
skin stitching methods, as well as the start of silicone application at two weeks 
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following surgery. The PBMC cytokine secretion profiles need further confir-
mation in larger cohorts, but our results clearly suggest that these mediators 
can be critical predictors. Furthermore, these cytokines offer new insights into 
pathophysiological mechanisms and, hence, these findings stimulate future 
research into prevention and treatment.

These prognostic markers have proven strong in our cohort, but prospec-
tive research is needed in a larger group of patients including males and all 
skin types, including patients who have not yet developed a significant scar 
to further strengthen these results. Similar research should be considered in 
the keloid patient group considering the greater influence on the quality of 
life. Furthermore, if measuring cytokines directly in serum proves equally ef-
fective, the more time laborious process of PBMC isolation and culture could 
be omitted.

In conclusion, our results indicate that HS patients exhibit a systemically 
suppressed immune status with lower PBMC cytokine secretion. After stimu-
lation, a more pronounced response than in NS patients is seen but still falls 
short of cytokine secretion of individuals who form NS. Ultimately this may 
result in a failure to successfully complete the normal wound healing process. 
These findings enable a very potent model to predict the formation of hyper-
trophic scars.
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PART I: HYPERGRANULATORY TISSUE IN 
BREAST IMPLANT SURGERY

Wound healing is an intricate process involving a magnitude of cells to enable 
tissue to return to homeostasis and normal function after injury. The most 
desirable outcome of this process is newly formed tissue that functions exact-
ly like the tissue it replaces or surrounds. In breast surgery, this means thin, 
supple, and barely visible scars in the operated skin and thin and supple scar 
tissue or capsule surrounding an implant deeper in the breast.

Excessive scar formation or fibrosis in breast surgery causes hypertrophic 
scars, capsular contracture, breast deformation, and pain and poses a signif-
icant psychological burden. While the relative number of women suffering 
from these complaints has become fewer thanks to improvements in surgi-
cal techniques, implants, and a general better understanding of risk factors, 
the absolute number has seen a significant increase. Early detection of breast 
cancer and the rise in popularity of breast implants (both in reconstruction 
and, primarily, in augmentation) all mean that there is a significant increase 
in the number of these procedures performed worldwide1,2.

Cosmetic, as well as reconstructive surgery, should be as safe as possible 
with as few as possible side effects. Due to the increase in the number of breast 
implant surgeries since they were introduced in 1963, it should come as no 
surprise that research into surgery and complications gained traction from the 
start, be it with ups and downs3–5. Silicone implants have been in continuous 
development right from the start, with the design being tweaked over time. 
This was mainly due to the numerous controversies regarding implant safety 
because of leaking implants, suspicions of immunological or connective tissue 
diseases, the usage of industrial (lower) grade silicone in the PIP implant scan-
dal, and, recently, breast implant-associated anaplastic large cell lymphoma 
(BIA-ALCL)3,6–8. Discussion notwithstanding, there is a clear market demand 
for breast implants, both in reconstructive and augmentation surgery. Driven 
by demand to objectify satisfaction rates there are now multiple studies using 
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patient-reported outcome measures, like the Breast-Q. These confirm that there 
are indeed many satisfied recipients of breast implant surgery9,10.

After surgery, postoperative complications can occur. Infection, hematoma, 
seroma, wound rupture, skin deformation, implant folds, numbness of the skin, 
and prolonged pain occur as short-term or immediate complications, but are 
generally rare complications11. Capsular contracture (CC) is the aggregate term 
used to describe capsular-related complaints. As explained in more detail in 
the introduction of this manuscript, the formation of a capsule surrounding 
the implant is a physiological process and serves as a barrier shielding the 
implant from the body while also keeping it in place. In an adverse course, 
capsules may thicken and/or contract, resulting in asymmetry, hardening, and 
or deformation of the breast and painful breasts. Rarely an early complica-
tion, CC is most commonly seen in the medium to long-term follow-up (>1-2 
years)12,13. CC is usually graded according to Baker’s classification for capsular 
contracture, a four-point scale ranging from grade I (natural look and feel), to 
grade IV (severe contracture). The symptomatic, Baker-IV capsule (hardened, 
contracted) has been the predominant focus of research into CC. Women who 
develop unilateral CC complaints are an interesting group to study in this re-
spect. However, a direct, intrapatient comparison of symptomatic, Baker-IV 
capsules and asymptomatic, Baker-I capsules was missing until recently. In 
chapter II we studied the differences in a collection of capsules. Comparing 
10 sets of capsules (20 in total), stainings were performed for CD-68 (macro-
phages, cytokeratin (epithelial cells), vimentin (fibroblasts), and, unpublished, 
alpha smooth-muscle actin (asma, myofibroblasts). Baker-IV capsules were 
significantly thicker, consistent with what the clinical presentation of these 
Baker-IV capsules would suggest. A clear distinction was seen in the inner layer 
of the capsules, the layer directly facing the implant. Described in varying de-
grees in research by others, this layer is often described as an epithelial-like or 
pseudo-epithelial layer, or as synovial metaplasia14,15. While both look similar, 
with a row of palisaded cells, the actual cells should be different. Our research 
significantly identified the layer as a synovial metaplasia structure consisting 
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of macrophages and fibroblasts and being mainly present in Baker-I capsules 
(research question 1). In only a few of the Baker-IV capsules, remnants of these 
structures could also be seen.

Silicone itself has always been of particular interest in CC research as liquid 
silicone and silicone bleed were deemed responsible for the high CC rates in 
the first generations of implants14,16–18. A significant pathophysiological con-
nection between CC and (at least fluid) silicone seems probable. Historically, 
identifying silicone histologically has always been troublesome, and reliable 
staining methods did not exist. Silicone was just assumed to be in the capsule 
as there were, for example, vacuolated macrophages with retractile material, 
and silicone was seen as birefringent material with brightfield microscopy19,20.

New techniques have taken a different approach when identifying substanc-
es within a tissue. Confocal Raman-microspectroscopy (CLRM) is one such new 
technique and uses a laser to identify silicone in tissue21–23. In chapter III this 
technique was used to confirm the presence of silicone in an axillary lymph 
node and a capsule, coexisting with Schaumann antibodies in a patient suffer-
ing from sarcoidosis. This case study was the first to report this. A limitation 
of CLRM is that it is very time-consuming (multiple seconds per pixel) and 
requires the specific preparation of tissues. Therefore, it is well suited to case 
reports and investigating small sample sizes, but less suited to paired compar-
isons of entire collections of capsules.

Preferably, the specificity for silicone detection using a technique like Ra-
man-microspectroscopy should be combined with the accessibility charac-
teristic of using high throughput regular histological analysis. In chapter IV, 
therefore, we explored the feasibility of using stimulated Raman scattering 
(SRS) microscopy to detect silicone faster and on a larger scale. SRS uses two 
laser beams to excite (stimulate) the tissue, speeding up the detection signifi-
cantly with pixel dwell times of microseconds as opposed to seconds. A specific 
part of the spectrum is chosen to stimulate and thereby specifically detect a 
substance on a molecular level. The spectral response, i.e. the digital image, 
is akin to spontaneous Raman spectroscopy, enabling comparisons between 
the two techniques. Normally, Raman spectroscopy is performed on unstained 
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and uncovered tissue. On a per-sample basis, this is not a huge problem, al-
though the long processing times involved do mean the sample will dry out 
and generally will have to be discarded afterward. Therefore, this causes prob-
lems with the analysis of multiple samples which arrive in the laboratory at 
different timeframes, as is to be expected when sample collection is depen-
dent on specific surgeries being performed. It also makes analysing existing 
sample collections near impossible as these have generally been pre-collected 
to perform normal (immuno)histological preparations on paraffin and freeze 
samples. Staining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) is one of the most basic, 
most-performed stainings in a pathology lab and research setting. In chapter 
IV we showed that SRS can analyze these existing H&E slides mostly without 
damage, enabling the reliable and relatively fast detection of silicone in the 
tissue (research question 2).

Advancements in histological staining to detect silicone in tissue have also 
been made. When combined with Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
and Energy Dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX) to measure elemental Silicon 
(Si), a histological staining with Modified Oil O Red (MORO) can be used to 
detect silicon in the tissue24.

The next logical step in this research line was undertaken for chapter V, in 
which the same collection of capsules used in chapter II was now analyzed for 
the presence of silicone. The study was strengthened by our choice to use both 
available techniques in two independent centers. After processing, both qualita-
tive and automated quantitative assessments were performed. Both techniques 
found significantly more Baker-IV capsules with silicone. Furthermore, the 
amount found in the Baker-IV capsules was also significantly higher compared 
to the Baker-I capsules. For the first time, a clear correlation between silicone 
content and Baker-IV CC was found (research question 3).

Taken together, the results of chapters II and V suggest that the increased 
amount of silicone found in Baker-IV capsules is either responsible for, or is 
caused by, the extensive and ongoing foreign body response (FBR) creating the 
fibrotic capsule formation and contracture found in CC.
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CC rates were significantly higher in the first generations of silicone breast 
implants, which suffered from silicone bleeding through the shell and the risk 
of rupture due to a vulnerable shell25. More durable, cross-linked silicone elas-
tomer shells and high cohesive gel fillings were the main improvements made 
in modern implants to prevent silicone bleed and implant rupture14,16–18. The 
subsequent drop in CC rates suggested a pivotal role of silicone in the fibrotic 
process. The findings in chapters II and V are consistent with this role and 
suggest that, despite numerous improvements, silicone bleed is still an issue 
causing CC.

Macrophages might play a role as well, by trying to digest the initial implant 
which will eventually result in silicone being released from the implant.

The synovial metaplasia-like layer (SMLL) on the implant side of the Baker-I 
capsules found in chapter II may serve as a protective layer, essentially succeed-
ing and preventing fibrosis at the outset of the FBR, or preventing an ongoing 
FBR. Conversely, the SMLL might disappear if the FBR becomes too advanced, 
for reasons as yet unknown. When Baker-IV capsules form, the layer could be 
lost as fibrosis and thickening of the capsule progresses resulting in a hypoxic 
environment. If a SMLL does play such a protective role, it probably does so 
in shielding the body effectively from the actual foreign body (the implant). 
It seems likely that a SMLL is formed in the initial FBR to textured implants, 
as this layer has been less frequently described in capsules of smooth im-
plants19,21,23,26. The surface profile of the implant more than likely seems to play 
a role in the formation and shape of a SMLL, as well as the movement of the 
foreign body27. Interestingly, smooth implants are 2.3 times more likely to be as-
sociated with CC in comparison with textured implants12. This further suggests 
the texturing of implants might result in less CC through the formation of the 
SMLL and shielding the body from the implant (and silicone) for a longer time.

For the approximately 60 years during which CC has been investigated, 
the Baker scale for capsular contracture has become the standard for the com-
munication of CC in medical files and scientific research. In this manuscript 
too, much of the results are correlated with Baker’s classification scale for CC 
from197828 (Table 1). Ideally, such a widely used diagnostic tool should have good 
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interobserver reliability. In short, the better the interobserver reliability, the 
more consistent different observers will assess the same situation. Unfortu-
nately, in chapter VI we found the Baker classification to be unreliable as a 
diagnostic tool, with poor interobserver reliability. In the study, sixty women 
who had undergone cosmetic breast augmentation were independently exam-
ined by two plastic surgeons, noting the Baker score and firmness, dislocation, 
symmetry, and pain on a comparable four-point scale. For all these parameters 
poor interobserver reliability results were calculated.

As Table 1 shows, the Baker score uses fairly vague wording and does not 
set stringent boundaries between the different classes. After the symposium at 
which dr. Baker presented his classification, no formal article was published. 
There were written reports from the symposium with the classification in writ-
ing, but even today these original documents are hard to find.

Even a modest search through the medical databases reveals an evident 
lack of consensus on how the different classes should be formulated. Different 
definitions and wording can be found throughout different articles, teaching 
books, and websites of national plastic surgery societies. A few examples are 
given in Tables 2 through 4. As CC is an aggregate of symptoms, the choice was 
made to evaluate firmness, dislocation, symmetry, and pain separately, hoping 
that the interobserver reliability of these individual parameters would be better. 
Unfortunately, the individual symptoms had comparable interobserver reliabil-
ity scores to the Baker score. The interobserver agreement is a lot higher when 
observers are allowed to disagree by one level (so I and II, II and III, etc.). This 
indicates that observers do agree on the same end of the spectrum, but the exact 
grade is difficult to agree on. This is a problem when these grades are used as 
distinct classes and a one-level difference is deemed significant. For example, 
currently, in the Dutch healthcare insurance regulations, reimbursement for ex-
plantation/re-implantation procedures is (partially) granted in Baker-IV cases, 
but not in Baker-III cases. When comparing Baker-I with Baker-IV cases, as 
in the rest of this thesis, the consequences are arguably less significant. Inclu-
sions in those instances may vary and cause differences within a cohort when 
the inclusions are done by multiple clinicians independently and between co-
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horts. Evaluating multiple capsule-related complaints on a single four-point 
Likert scale is likely to be difficult, especially when the definition of the indi-
vidual scales is vague and not discriminatory enough. Formulating a good and 
useful clinical classification that has a broad application is always difficult in 
medicine. In the case of the Baker classification, usage spiraled from a simple 
initial classification to enable easy communication between colleagues to a 
scale used in clinical and scientific practice and to even obtain (partial) reim-
bursement from health insurance for surgical treatment. Evaluation of a breast 
containing an implant can have many different factors; local complaints like 
firmness, dislocation, and symmetry may differ in seriousness or implication 
to both patient and observer and can also differ between cultures. These may 
also differ significantly per implant type, surgical technique, and especially in 
augmentation surgery versus (oncological) reconstruction. Experienced symp-
toms like tenderness and pain are patient-reported and should be separately 
considered. Although there seems to be a rough consensus about symptomatic 
versus asymptomatic capsules there is a clear need for a more reliable method 
of measurement or description, especially for scientific purposes. As it is, it 
seems very important to discuss what is considered symptomatic or asymp-
tomatic in CC research manuscripts.

Table 1: Baker classification of capsular contracture after augmentation mammoplasty *

Class I Breast absolutely natural, no one could tell breast was augmented

Class II Minimal contracture; I can tell surgery was performed, but patient has no 
complaint

Class III Moderate contracture; patient feels some firmness

Class IV Severe contracture; obvious just from observation

*From Baker JL Jr. Augmentation mammaplasty. In: Owsley JQ Jr, Peterson RA, eds. Symposium on 
aesthetic Surgery of the Breast. St. Louis: Mosby; 1978:256–263

8
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Table 2: from the website of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons29

Grade 1: Grade one capsular contracture is asymptomatic (producing or showing no 
symptoms). The formation of scar tissue around the implant does not interfere 
with the size, shape or texture of the breasts. The breasts look natural and 
remain soft to the touch.

Grade 2: Grade two capsular contracture usually presents itself with only minor cosmetic 
symptoms. The breasts will usually appear normal in shape but feel somewhat 
firm to the touch.

Grade 3: Grade three capsular contracture presents itself with obvious cosmetic 
symptoms. The breasts will be firm to the touch and appear abnormal, e.g., they 
will be overly round, hard-looking and the nipples may be misshapen. However, 
this grade of capsular contraction often doesn’t cause much (if any) pain.

Grade 4: Like grade three capsular contracture, grade four capsular contracture causes 
the breasts to become hard and misshapen. Patients with grade four capsular 
contracture also experience breast soreness; their breasts will often be tender 
and painful to the touch

Table 3: from the a-z of plastic surgery30

I soft

II minimal, implant palpable, not visible

III moderate, palpable and visible

IV sever, hard, painful with distortion

Table 4: from Key Notes on Plastic Surgery: Second Edition31

Grade I the augmented breast feels as soft as an unoperated one.

Grade II minimal—implant palpable, but not visible.

Grade III moderate—implant easily palpable, and it (or distortion from it) is visible.

Grade IV severe—the breast is hard, tender, painful and cold. Distortion is often marked
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Future perspectives;
As reliable methods now have been established to identify silicone in tissue, 
it would be very interesting to see the journey of silicone through the capsule 
into the body and the influence of capsule type and synovial metaplasia on 
this migration. As large empty vacuoles were seen in chapter V there remain 
questions on the loss of silicone when processing tissue. Investigating the same 
tissue fresh and after processing in the same spot would be helpful in this 
aspect. Breast implant-related complaints deserve a better diagnostic tool. A 
qualitative approach to this problem will probably be able to better commu-
nicate these complaints between both physicians and scientists.

PART II: HYPERGRANULATION TISSUE IN SKIN 
SCAR FORMATION

After breast surgery, the skin scar is often the most visible aspect. Even the most 
minimally invasive implantation techniques leave a visible skin scar, while most 
breast reconstructive techniques, especially breast reduction, leave quite large 
visible scars. While the primary downside to a hypertrophic scar (HS) on the 
breast after surgery will be aesthetic, the skin irritation commonly associated 
with HS can also hinder comfortable bra wearing. Moreover, the psychological 
impact of HS is associated with symptoms of depression, anger, anxiety, and 
post-traumatic stress32,33.

Predicting HS formation is currently limited to known risk factors like 
wound location, tension, mechanical loading, age, and bacterial coloniza-
tion34–36. These are helpful to identify certain patients at risk of HS formation, 
mainly those undergoing elective surgery. Nevertheless, many of these risk 
factors don’t apply to patients undergoing breast reduction, reconstruction, 
or augmentation surgery. Many more have no choice in receiving accidental 
cuts, burn wounds, or surgical wounds causing HS formation. Since an early 
treatment start is preferred in HS a good prognostic tool would be useful for 
both groups37. Nearly all known risk factors are about the location of the scar, 
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while the presentation profile of HS suggests there must also be systemic com-
ponents of HS formation. Unfortunately, little is known about systemic factors 
influencing HS formation38.
The local wound bed has been the subject of extensive research, so many cyto-
kines involved are known by now. Interestingly, many of these cytokines are also 
found in skin irritation. Skin irritation can be considered a micro-trauma of the 
skin and can be induced with an irritant patch test, also producing an irritation 
threshold (IT) figure. This is the amount of irritant which is needed to provoke 
a reaction, or erythema, from the patient’s skin. Since the two processes seem 
similar, we hypothesized a correlation could be found between HS formation 
and a different reaction to an irritant patch test. Mononuclear cells, like lym-
phocytes and monocytes, play a pivotal role in primarily the early inflammatory 
phase of wound healing. Although their local role has been described in HS 
research, they migrate into the wound bed and are of a systemic origin. So in 
addition, we hypothesized that systemically derived monocytes (e.g. from a 
venipuncture) could show a difference between HS and normotrophic scar 
(NS) patient groups.

In chapter VII we describe a prospective observational cohort study com-
prising 31 patients. All had undergone breast reduction mammoplasty and 
half of them developed a HS. The local skin response was measured with a 
patch test to determine the IT, as well as measuring transepidermal water loss 
(TEWL, a way to assess skin barrier disruption, a parameter for skin irritation), 
measuring skin redness using a DermaSpectrometer and stratum corneum col-
lection via tapestripping for cytokine analysis. To analyze systemic differences 
a venipuncture was performed from which peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMC) were isolated. These cells were later stimulated with lipopoly-
saccharide (LPS), stimulating both the innate and adaptive immune systems. 
The supernatant from these cells was consequently used with a bead-based 
immunoassay to measure an inflammation panel of cytokines (IL-1β, IFN-α2, 
IFN-γ, TNF-α, MCP-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-17A, IL-18, IL-23, and IL-33).

Irritation patch testing was indeed able to discriminate between the HS 
and NS group. When stimulated with the same irritating substance, patients 
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in the HS group showed a significantly higher visual erythema score and also 
a differentiating induction response when stimulated with a higher dose of 
the irritant LPS. Interestingly, the five most strongly differentiating cytokines, 
TNF-α, MCP-1, IL-8, IL-18, and IL-23, were secreted at significantly lower levels 
in HS patients as compared to NS patients.

The roles of MCP-1, IL-6, and IL-8 as chemoattractants for monocytes and 
neutrophils as regulators in the inflammatory phase of wound closure are well 
described39,40. Together with TNF-α, these are also mitogens stimulating re-epi-
thelialization41. IL-18 has been associated with psoriasis, allergic contact derma-
titis, and atopic dermatitis, all inflammatory skin diseases and its role in wound 
healing had not yet been documented42–44. IL-23 is closely related to IL-18 but 
is produced by macrophages and dendritic cells as opposed to keratinocytes. 
This is the first time IL-18 and -23 have been explicitly linked to HS formation, 
possibly broadening the research into the pathophysiology of HS formation.

In the current body of literature a remarkable inconsistency exists, as there is 
both literature to support HS formation correlates with an increased inflamma-
tory response as well as to support a reduced inflammatory response38,45–51. With 
the red, inflamed appearance that a HS has an increased inflammatory response 
seems evident, yet in an ample amount of research, the opposite was found. This 
means that both are probably true and a more complete picture was missing.

Stimulating the PBMCs of HS and NS patients enables a more dynamic 
way to look at a specific piece of wound healing. Interestingly, the response in 
the HS group was indeed far stronger compared to the NS group, suggesting a 
hyperinflammatory state. At the same time, the absolute secretion of the same 
cytokines was still lower than it was in the NS group. The entire course of scar 
maturation seems to be an intricate process involving multiple types of cells 
and cytokines that act in both stimulatory and suppressive roles at different 
moments. This could also be the basis for the discrepancies found in the cur-
rent literature.

The initial outset of this project was to assess whether a prognostic model 
could be created for HS formation, other than the known non-specific risk 
factors discussed earlier. Both irritation patch testing and the PMBC secretion 
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assay were able to discriminate between the NS and HS groups well enough 
to create a prognostic model. The PBMC model in particular was shown to be 
a very potent prognostic model, reaching a 93% accuracy. With current thera-
peutic strategies, there is a (limited) benefit to identifying those at risk; early 
treatment seems to be adequately beneficial37.

For those contemplating cosmetic surgery knowing their HS risk status with 
a reliable prognostic marker can be a decision-changing piece of information. 
As cosmetic surgery experiences a surge in quantity, a proper marker could 
predict HS formation, and as a consequence contra indicate surgery and pre-
vent dissatisfied patients. This could be a genuine advantage for cosmetically 
oriented practices, wanting to keep satisfaction high and preventable compli-
cations as low as possible.

Future perspectives
Both the patch test and cytokine assay will need further validation in a pro-
spective trial. This research shows that HS formation is more than just a wound 
simply being located in the wrong place and in a hyper-inflammatory state. 
Further research into the systemic immunological differences between individ-
uals developing HS and those who do not, should be a key subject for future HS 
projects. As pathophysiological pathways are unraveled, doors to therapeutic 
options will open and we might be able to prevent or cure HS for a far larger 
group of patients than we currently are. As most of our current strategies are 
only crude and often just treat the symptoms, these require repeated or pro-
longed treatment and are prone to recurrent complaints. Ideally, we would want 
to be able to identify the patient at risk, know why they are at risk, and if there 
are possibilities to manage that risk before undergoing a surgical procedure. 
After further finetuning in a prospective clinical trial, these predictive markers 
that identify those prone to develop HS could have a huge benefit in clinical 
(and shared) decision-making.
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DANKWOORD

Ik ben over het algemeen niet iemand die moeite heeft om ergens woorden voor 
te vinden. Toch is het bijzonder om aan dit dankwoord te beginnen. Ik ben dol-
blij dat er een strik om dit project kan en heb erg uitgezien naar de afronding. 
Uitdagingen zoals deze vormen je, maar zijn soms ook erg lastig. Ik kan echter 
vooral terugkijken op vele geslaagde samenwerkingen, ontmoetingen, talloze 
leermomenten en een enorme groei als arts, maar bovenal als mens.

De artikelen en achtergrond van dit proefschrift zijn over vele schijven gegaan. 
Dat moet ook haast wel als je er bijna 8 jaar over doet, al was dat met horten en 
stoten. Het spreekt dan ook voor zich dat dit dankwoord verre van compleet 
is, toch wil ik een poging doen iedereen te bedanken die in deze lange periode 
belangrijk voor mij en dit proefschrift is geweest. Ik ben namelijk aan velen 
dank verschuldigd voor, vaak belangeloze, hulp en samenwerking. Of tenminste 
toch een luisterend oor tijdens de vele kopjes koffie (en biertjes) die het cement 
vormen van elk proefschrift.

In de medische wereld werken we (te) vaak in een duidelijk afgebakend stukje 
vakgebied. Met mijn immer brede interesse vond ik het prachtig om in dit 
onderzoek juist heel multidisciplinair te werken. Ik verdeelde mijn tijd en aan-
dacht al tussen de afdeling Plastische, Reconstructieve en Handchirurgie en het 
DermaLab, inmiddels onderdeel van de Moleculaire Celbiologie en Immunol-
ogie (MCBI). Naast die twee afdelingen heb ik gedurende de jaren ervaren dat 
het belangrijk en waardevol is om overal je licht op te steken en met mensen 
uit allerlei vakgebieden te blijven praten. Het resultaat is dat ik in die periode 
heb samengewerkt met een hoop afdelingen en instanties. Ik ben ze alle dank 
verschuldigd en ik vrees dat ik er nog een paar vergeten ben: het Cancer Center 
Amsterdam, de Dermatologie, Interne Geneeskunde en afdeling Pathologie 
van het Amsterdam UMC, het LaserLab, de Faculteit der Bètawetenschappen, 
de afdeling Medische Statistiek en de Omgevingswetenschappen van de Vrije 
Universiteit Amsterdam, de Brandwondenstichting, het Department of Envi-
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ronmental and Infectious Disease Sciences, Division of Biophysical Toxicology, 
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology in Washington en de FDA.

Prof.dr. Gibbs, beste Sue, toen ik via via bij jou aankwam om een leuke weten-
schappelijke stage te versieren hadden we denk ik allebei niet kunnen voor-
spellen dat het in dit boekje zou eindigen. Jouw eerste reactie op mijn onder-
zoeksvoorstel was eigenlijk glashelder; een enkeltje terug naar de tekentafel en 
is zo’n lab stage nou wel wat voor jou. Ik denk dat jij zelf ook niet verwacht had 
dat je het een goed idee zou vinden als ik zou komen promoveren. Inmiddels 
zijn we (vele) jaren verder en dan eindelijk aangekomen bij mijn promotie. Hoe 
de start ook moge zijn geweest, ik kan weinig anders dan lof hebben voor hoe 
je mij geholpen hebt door de jaren heen. Je draagt je promovendi een warm 
hart toe, blijft ze wanneer ze dat nodig hebben aan de jas trekken en sleept ze 
erdoor heen. Voor al deze dingen ben ik je enorm dankbaar.

Dr. Niessen, beste Frank, vanaf het eerste moment ben je betrokken bij het 
onderzoek wat ik aan de VU heb gedaan. Jouw enthousiasme is aanstekelijk 
en zonder jouw onderzoekende geest was de basis voor al het kapselcontractie 
onderzoek in het lab simpelweg niet aanwezig geweest. Je staat terecht bekend 
als de man in Plastisch Nederland die een hoop doet voor het littekenonderzoek 
en het lijkt me leuk hier over te blijven nadenken met je. Ik ben je dankbaar 
voor alle uitgebreide besprekingen, updates, hulp en discussies. Zonder twijfel 
heb je meer theorieën dan dat er ooit promovendi beschikbaar zullen zijn om 
deze uit te zoeken. Wellicht word je hier af en toe in geremd, maar laat het je 
niet stoppen, want er komen regelmatig prachtige dingen uit voort!

Prof.dr. Ritt, beste Marco, als promotor heb je me, ondanks dat jouw inhoudeli-
jke deskundigheid op een heel ander vlak ligt, toch vaak kunnen helpen en me 
wegwijs gemaakt in de wondere wereld van de academische geneeskunde. Je 
bent altijd bereid om mee te denken over zowel de inhoudelijke als de politieke 
zaken die kunnen spelen. Toen ik zelf een handletsel had stond je vooraan om 
me van advies te voorzien waardoor ik een stuk eerder aan mijn revalidatie kon 
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beginnen dan eerder het plan was (en mogelijk dus ook succesvoller). Dank 
dat je je zo bereikbaar en open opstelt naar je promovendi.

Beste Lenie, ik was echt een jong labkuikentje toen je me onder je hoede nam. 
Eerst als student en later aan het begin van mijn promotie. Samen hebben we 
talloze kleuringen, ELISA’s, FACS en celkweken gedaan. Allemaal onderwerpen 
waarbij ik echt op nul ben begonnen in het lab. Zonder al jouw geduld en hulp 
was de basis van dit proefschrift vast en zeker niet gelegd.

Prof.dr. Middelkoop, beste Esther, regelmatig zaten we tegenover elkaar in het 
mooie hoekkantoor van de Plastische. Ik wil je dan ook bedanken voor de 
gezellige en dikwijls nuttige gesprekken en kopjes koffie. Bedankt dat je hebt 
willen plaatsnemen in mijn leescommissie en nu ook oppositie.

Geachte leden van de leescommissie en oppositie, prof.dr. J.W.M. Niessen, prof.
dr. M.A.M. Mureau, prof.dr. E. Middelkoop, prof.dr. R.R.J.W. Van der Hulst en 
dr. C. van Montfrans. Veel dank voor het beoordelen van mijn proefschrift en 
uw bereidheid plaats te nemen in de oppositie.

Mijn paranimfen Floris en Aarent: Floris! Al sinds de middelbare school ben 
je een van mijn beste vrienden. We kennen elkaar door dik en dun en je bent 
altijd bereid te helpen. Het was niet meer dan logisch je te vragen als paranimf 
en ik ben blij dat je daarmee instemde.

Aarent, toen wij elkaar in een moment van puur escapisme vonden in de biblio-
theek van het Catharinaziekenhuis zat er maar één ding op: een biertje pakken 
in de lokale buurtkroeg en een enorme bak plezier maken. Ik ben blij dat we 
daar sindsdien niet mee gestopt zijn. Je bent een goeie vent en ik ben je dank-
baar voor alle gesprekken, advies, tips, diepe poedersneeuw en reizen die we 
samen gedeeld hebben. Vandaag voegen we daar mijn promotie aan toe en 
hopelijk in de nabije toekomst ook de jouwe.
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Het dermalab, ondertussen Skinlab bij de MCBI, heb ik ervaren als een warm 
bad en heel open en op leren gerichte omgeving. Eerst naast de brug naar het 
ziekenhuis in het poli gebouw van het VUmc en later in een prachtig nieuw 
gebouw en in een veel grotere groep. Zeker in het begin is er denk ik niet een 
iemand geweest die mij niet af en toe heeft geholpen bij wat voor hen on-
getwijfeld simpele problemen waren. Er zijn dan ook veel mensen die ik wil 
bedanken. Allereerst uiteraard de echte onvolprezen helden van het lab, de 
analisten: Sander, Sanne, Taco en Maria. Jullie zijn echt nooit te beroerd om 
een helpende hand of meedenkend brein te bieden en zijn van onschatbare 
waarde voor alle promovendi, ikzelf inclusief!

Al mijn mede promovendi, Niels, Charlotte, Elisabetta, Jeroen. In hetzelfde 
schuitje zitten vormt altijd een sterke band, maar bovenal hebben we het erg 
gezellig gehad. Jullie waren altijd bereid om iets uit te leggen aan een weinig 
aan het lab gewende arts zoals ik, of uiteraard om een goede borrel te doen op 
z’n tijd.

Aan de overkant van de straat bij de Plastische: Margriet, inmiddels (terecht) 
professor Mullender, dank voor alle gesprekken, brainstorms en hulp bij het 
schrijven van een mooi artikel, je bent veelzijdig en essentieel voor het onder-
zoek van de hele afdeling.

Vera, Floyd en Maeghan mijn wisselende kamergenootjes en medepromoven-
di: dank voor alle gezelligheid en meer dan enkele lange gesprekken tijdens 
biertjes, wijntjes en koffie! Ook wil ik alle AIOS en plastisch chirurgen van de 
afdeling, danken voor de gezelligheid en leerzame momenten.

Prabath, Christel en Lisette voor de brainstorms tijdens de siliconen meetings 
en het schrijven van een mooi artikel samen.

Pim, Martin, Dick en vele anderen van verschillende afdelingen in het O2 
gebouw en de VU. Ons project om siliconen lekkage te meten in een fysiol-
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ogische omgeving vereiste samenwerking, een bovengemiddeld percentage 
MacGyver en creativiteit. Ondanks dat het voor niemand van jullie een gebrui-
kelijke onderzoeksrichting is, wilden jullie allemaal graag een handje helpen. 
Het was mooi geweest om het resultaat in dit boekje te mogen publiceren, maar 
ik blijf optimistisch om het project met de siliconen prothesen in weckpotten 
tot een goed einde te volbrengen!

Het part-time werken bij de Nederlandse Obesitas Kliniek heeft dit proefschrift 
mede mogelijk gemaakt, de lieve collegae daar maakten het echter ook een 
hele leuke en leerzame periode waar ik met plezier op terugkijk (en het leukste 
afscheidsfilmpje ooit).

Alle toppers van de chirurgie in het Spaarne Gasthuis wil ik graag bedanken 
voor een leerzame tijd en een continue stroom aan plezier maken die hopelijk 
voorlopig nog niet opgedroogd is.

Lieve mam, bedankt voor alle liefde, zorg en tijd die je altijd beschikbaar maakt. 
Je steun is onvoorwaardelijk en dat is heel erg fijn. We lijken op elkaar en 
kunnen eindeloos discussiëren en filosoferen samen wat ik echt op prijs stel.

Lieve pap, alhoewel we soms pittige discussies kunnen hebben, juist over 
wetenschap, weet ik dat je me steunt in de dingen die ik doe en daar ben ik je 
dankbaar voor. We delen een hele leuke hobby, het spijt me dat dit proefschrift 
daar kostbare tijd vanaf gesnoept heeft. Ik hoop dat we daar de komende peri-
ode meer tijd voor kunnen vinden.

Lieve Marleen en Carien, mijn lieve zusjes. Jullie hebben beiden een totaal 
andere richting gekozen met de muziek. Ik ben waanzinnig trots op hoe jullie 
je ontwikkelen en succes hebben in de muzikale wereld die soms toch wat 
overeenkomsten vertoont met de medische wereld. Gelukkig weten we elkaar 
heel goed in gemeenschappelijke interesses te vinden en ik weet dat ik altijd 
op jullie kan rekenen.
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Lieve Jop, dank voor de gezelligheid en de passie voor (jazz)muziek die we 
delen. Dank ook voor het onderdak in Amsterdam toen ik begon met de weten-
schappelijke stage die de basis heeft gelegd voor dit proefschrift. Ik heb enorm 
respect voor hoe je uit het niks inmiddels drie bedrijven gaande houdt en bov-
endien een prachtig gezin hebt.

Mijn lieve ‘schoon’familie: Marion, John, Eveline en Richard, we kennen elkaar 
inmiddels al een hele tijd. Dank voor alle momenten bij de open haard en 
skivakanties waarbij meer dan eens mijn carrière en promotie besproken zijn. 
Het is bijzonder, maar tegelijkertijd ook heel vanzelfsprekend dat Marion nu 
zelfs mijn collega is.

Floris, Jeroen, Jiri, Mark, Maurits, Pepijn, Robert en Wiebe. Ik voel me gezeg-
end dat we na al die jaren nog zo’n hechte vriendengroep zijn. Iedereen heeft 
ruim verhalen van me moeten aanhoren tijdens talloze gesprekken en bor-
rels. Robert bleef desondanks met me fietsen. Mark en Maurits ben ik eeuwig 
dankbaar voor het samen organiseren van het Kantje-Boord bootfestival, wat 
een ervaring is dat geweest! Samen gaan we hopelijk nog vaak skiën, borrelen 
en plezier maken.

De mannen van Coïtus Caelestis, #1! Alex, Bas, Boudewijn, Daan, Gijs, Lars, 
Olav, Reinoud, Rik en Tibor. Dankzij jullie was mijn studie in Maastricht een 
briljante tijd. We hebben allemaal talloze uurtjes op ‘de Kaap’ doorgebracht en 
de vereniging was er een stukje mooier door. Ons lustrumfeest blijft een van de 
mooiste feestjes ooit daar. Gelukkig wordt er nu tijdens fietstochten met Gijs, 
Rik, Daan en Bou nog volop afgezien en gelachen, iets waar ik heel blij mee ben.

Mijn vrienden oud-bestuursgenootjes van Pulse Master mogen natuurlijk niet 
ontbreken. Na een onovertroffen succesvolle reeks co-borrels zijn we vrolijk 
doorgegaan met weekendjes zeilen en korte reisjes. Jullie zijn stuk voor stuk 
toppers en we vullen elkaar op een leuke manier aan. Een combi tussen een 
multidisciplinaire medische hulplijn en gezelligheid, touché!
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Tot slot lieve, lieve Roos. Het is heel simpel, zonder jou had ik hier nu niet gesta-
an. Je hebt me gesteund door dik en dun en jij als geen ander weet dat het soms 
best frustrerend is geweest. Ik heb hier te weinig pagina’s om uit te leggen hoev-
eel je voor mij betekent. We hebben al een hoop avonturen samen mogen delen 
en vinden elkaar gelukkig moeiteloos in onze liefde voor de bergen, reizen, 
sport, lekker eten en nog veel meer. Op naar nog vele, vele avonturen samen!
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